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Abstract 20 
Species distribution models (SDMs) are commonly applied to predict species’ responses to anticipated 21 
global change, but lack of data from future time periods precludes assessment of their reliability. 22 
Instead, performance against test data in the same era is assumed to correlate with accuracy in the 23 
future. Moreover, high-confidence absence data is required for testing model accuracy but is often 24 
unavailable since a species may be present when undetected. Here we evaluate the performance of 25 
eight SDMs trained with historic (1900-1939) or modern (1970-2009) climate data and occurrence 26 
records for 18 mammalian species. Models were projected to the same or the opposing time period and 27 
evaluated with data obtained from surveys conducted by Joseph Grinnell and his colleagues in the Sierra 28 
Nevada of California from 1900 to 1939 and modern resurveys from 2003 to 2011. Occupancy modeling 29 
was used to confidently assign absences at test sites where species were undetected. SDMs were 30 
evaluated using species’ presences combined with this high-confidence absence (HCA) set, a low-31 
confidence set in which non-detections were assumed to indicate absence (LCA), and randomly located 32 
“pseudoabsences” (PSA). Model performance increased significantly with the quality of absences (mean 33 
AUC±SE: 0.76±0.01 for PSA, 0.79±0.01 for LCA, and 0.81±0.01 for HCA), and apparent differences 34 
between SDMs declined as the quality of test absences increased. Models projecting across time 35 
performed as well as when projecting within the same time period when assessed with threshold-36 
independent metrics. However, accuracy of presence and absence predictions sometimes declined in 37 
cross-era projections. Although most variation in performance occurred among species, autecological 38 
traits were only weakly correlated with model accuracy. Our study indicates that (a) the quality of 39 
evaluation data affects assessments of model performance; (b) within-era performance correlates 40 
positively but unreliably with cross-era performance; and (c) SDMs can be reliably but cautiously 41 
projected across time. 42 
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Introduction 46 
Anthropogenic climate change promises to rewrite the biogeography of Earth’s species, with some 47 
expected to gain, some to lose, and some to shift their current distributions. As a result, conservation 48 
planners require reliable methods to project future distributions of species of concern and to prioritize 49 
conservation effort (e.g., Thomas et al. 2004, Carroll et al. 2010, Ogawa-Onishi et al. 2010, Saupe et al. 50 
2011). Species distribution models (SDMs), which correlate species occurrence data with climate 51 
variables and other factors indicative of habitat quality to produce maps of environmental suitability, 52 
are frequently used for such projections. Unfortunately, the reliability of projecting SDMs across time 53 
periods relevant to conservation remains largely unknown (Araújo et al. 2005a and b, Dormann 2007, 54 
Elith and Leathwick 2009, Kharouba et al. 2009). Scores of studies have assessed the performance of 55 
different SDM algorithms using within-era evaluation, testing models against records from the same 56 
region and time period used to train the models (e.g., Elith et al. 2006, Hijmans and Graham 2006, 57 
Syphard and Franklin 2009). However, within-era assessments of SDMs may give overly optimistic 58 
estimates of cross-era performance (Araújo et al. 2005a; Hijmans 2012). While cross-era evaluation 59 
increases the independence between training and test data, it requires data from both time periods of 60 
interest, which are rarely available for time spans relevant to conservation planning (i.e., several 61 
decades or more). 62 
SDMs should be less reliable when projecting across time than within the same era for reasons related 63 
to both biology and modeling (Araújo et al. 2005a, b, Dobrowski et al. 2011). From a biological 64 
perspective model performance will be diminished if species distributions are not in equilibrium with 65 
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the environment in the era from or to which their ranges are projected (Nogués-Bravo 2009, Wiens et 66 
al. 2009). Disequilibrium can arise if species’ ranges are shaped by biotic interactions that are 67 
independent of climate (Pellissier et al. 2010, Rubidge et al. 2010), held in check by dispersal limitation 68 
from otherwise favorable regions (Early and Sax 2011), or are influenced by adaptive evolution 69 
(Lavergne et al. 2010). Certain traits related to dispersal, longevity, and reproductive capacity may favor 70 
or disfavor equilibrium and thereby correlate with model performance (McPherson and Jetz 2007). As a 71 
result, there has been a recent shift from finding the best modeling technique to explaining variation in 72 
model performance between species (Guisan et al. 2007b, Dobrowski et al. 2011). The accuracy of 73 
predictions may also decline when projecting across time if models incorrectly fit or overfit training data 74 
(Elith and Graham 2009, Elith et al. 2010), if the covariance between interacting predictors changes 75 
across time (Jiménez-Valverde et al. 2009), or if models extrapolate beyond the range of training data 76 
(Araújo et al. 2005b, Peterson et al. 2007, Nenzén and Araújo et al. 2011). 77 
False absences compound the problem of assessing the reliability of SDMs. Although false presences can 78 
yield misleading results, they are generally uncommon since occurrences can be confirmed with voucher 79 
specimens or similar robust evidence. However, confirmation of absences requires “negative” evidence, 80 
which is rarely reported in specimen databases (Kéry 2011). Even when presence-absence data are 81 
available, absences are confounded by the possibility that a species was present but undetected 82 
(MacKenzie et al. 2006). While attention has been devoted to the effects of false absences on the 83 
calibration of SDMs that use presence-absence data (Gu and Swihart et al. 2004, Lobo et al. 2010, Rota 84 
et al. 2011) or presence-only data (Kéry 2011), the consequences of false absences in data used for 85 
model evaluation are less well understood (Foody 2011). One way to address this problem is to employ 86 
occupancy modeling, which uses the detection probability estimated from repeated surveys to infer the 87 
probability of true absence at sites where a species was not detected (MacKenzie et al. 2006, Tingley 88 
and Beissinger 2009, Kéry 2011). 89 
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Here, we evaluate the performance of eight SDMs trained with historic (1900-1939) or modern (1970-90 
2009) museum records which were projected to the same or the opposing time period for 18 91 
mammalian species. Historic evaluation data was obtained from the work of Joseph Grinnell and his 92 
colleagues who conducted systematic inventories of vertebrates of the western United States in the 93 
early 20th century (e.g., Grinnell and Storer 1924). Their meticulous field notes (~50,000 pages) and 94 
specimens (~80,000) are preserved at the University of California, Berkeley’s Museum of Vertebrate 95 
Zoology, and have allowed us to resurvey matching and similar sites between 2003 and 2011 to serve as 96 
modern evaluation data (Moritz et al. 2008, Tingley et al. 2009, Tingley et al. 2012, Morelli et al. 2012). 97 
Our test regions consist of three elevational gradients along the Sierra Nevada and southern Cascade 98 
Range (Fig. 1a-d). Combined with the appreciable climatic change that has occurred across the region 99 
over the past century (Fig. 1e and f; supplementary online Appendix 1, Table A1), the thoroughness and 100 
design of the original and contemporary surveys allow us to use occupancy modeling to confidently 101 
assign absences and compare the accuracy of cross-era and within-era SDM projections. 102 
Our primary questions are: (1) how well do SDMs project across time periods relevant to conservation; 103 
(2) do SDM algorithms differ in their performance; (3) how does the quality of the test data set influence 104 
assessment of model accuracy; (4) can performance be predicted by species’ autecological traits or rates 105 
of colonization and extirpation; and (5) can performance of a SDM projected across time be predicted by 106 
its performance against test data drawn from the same region and time period as the data used to train 107 
it (does within-era performance predict cross-era performance)? SDMs are commonly assessed using so-108 
called “threshold-independent” measures of performance, which calculate model skill across all possible 109 
values that could be used to convert model output to a binary “presence/absence” state (Fielding and 110 
Bell 1997). In contrast, predictions from SDMs are commonly used after thresholds have been applied to 111 
convert output to a binary presence/absence state because they are easily interpretable (e.g., Nenzén 112 
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and Araújo 2011). Thus we examine threshold-dependent and -independent measures of model 113 
performance. A diagram of the study design is shown in Fig. 2. 114 
Methods 115 
Training Data: Species’ Records 116 
Museum records from MaNIS (www.manisnet.org) and Arctos (http://arctos.database.museum/) from 117 
the eastern border of the Rocky Mountains (103.77 W) to the Pacific Ocean (Fig. 1a) and between the 118 
northern and southern borders of the US were used to train the SDMs. By using sites from the 119 
conterminous western US as training data, we included the full range or a substantial portion of each 120 
species’ range in the model training set (Nenzén and Araújo 2011). Appendix 2 contains details on data 121 
cleaning procedures. Models were trained using records either from 1900 to 1939 (the “historic” era”) 122 
or 1970 to 2009 (the “modern” era) and projected to the same era or the opposing era. To allow a fair 123 
comparison between SDM models, we equalized training presences in each era by subsampling records 124 
in the era with more sites. We only included species with ≥30 presences in each era (Wisz et al. 2008) 125 
and ≥5 test presences and absences (described below) in each of the eras. The final data set had 18 126 
species (minimum, median, and maximum training sites per species in an era were 50, 130, and 1003, 127 
respectively; Table A2). 128 
Environmental Data 129 
We used 30-arcsec (~800-m) resolution climate layers of monthly minimum, maximum and mean 130 
temperature and precipitation derived from the parameter-elevation regression on independent slopes 131 
model (PRISM), averaged across 1900-1939 and across 1970-2009 (Daly et al. 2000). PRISM is an expert-132 
tuned meteorological interpolation system with predictions based on observed weather measurements, 133 
and it has higher accuracy in topographically complex areas like the Sierra Nevada compared to other 134 
interpolation methods (Parra and Monahan 2008). A description of the PRISM interpolation algorithm 135 
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and weather station data are presented in Appendix 1. From these layers we derived 19 “BIOCLIM” 136 
variables (Nix 1986) and kept those with pairwise correlations between -0.7 and 0.7. When deciding 137 
between highly correlated variables, we retained those that we expected to represent environmental 138 
“bottlenecks” which would impose physiological or resource-based limits on survival (e.g., minimum 139 
temperature of the coldest month, precipitation of the driest month; Austin 2002). This resulted in nine 140 
predictors averaged across years in each era (Table A1): mean diurnal temperature range, the ratio of 141 
diurnal to yearly temperature range, minimum temperature of the coldest month, maximum 142 
temperature of the warmest month, temperature annual range, precipitation of the wettest month, 143 
precipitation of the driest month, and precipitation of the warmest quarter, and precipitation 144 
seasonality (the coefficient of variation of monthly precipitation). 145 
Species Distribution Models 146 
We compared performance of six SDMs: BIOCLIM (Busby 1991), boosted regression trees (BRTs; Elith et 147 
al. 2008), generalized additive models (GAMs; Wood 2006), generalized linear models (GLMs), MAXENT 148 
(Phillips et al. 2006), and support vector machines (SVMs; Guo et al. 2005). These models were chosen 149 
because they are among the most popular SDMs in use or, in the case of BIOCLIM, represent niches in a 150 
simplistic manner so may transfer through time better than more complex formulations. Appendix 2 151 
contains detailed descriptions and information on model implementation. We also calculated two 152 
ensemble models using the arithmetic mean (EMEAN) and median (EMED) of output from all of the 153 
individual models save BIOCLIM. We excluded BIOCLIM from the ensembles because it uses only 154 
presence data, whereas all of the other techniques utilize the same presence and background data, with 155 
SVMs being the exception (described below). Predictions for each model were rescaled to the range [0, 156 
1] before ensembling (Mateo et al. 2012). 157 
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We used records from all non-domesticated, non-managed mammals in the study region as target 158 
background sites to minimize sampling bias in geographical (i.e., environmental) space (Phillips et al. 159 
2009) for all SDMs except BIOCLIM, which does not require background data. Each model was trained 160 
using the focal species’ presences and 10,000 randomly selected target background sites (save for SVMs 161 
for which we used a number of target background sites equal to the number of training presences for 162 
each species to increase model stability). Background sites for BRTs, GAMs, and GLMs were weighted to 163 
have the same influence as the number of presences (Maggini et al. 2006). 164 
Evaluation Data: Grinnell Surveys and Resurveys 165 
Between 1900 and 1939 Joseph Grinnell and his colleagues conducted an extensive inventory of 166 
terrestrial vertebrate species in California (Grinnell and Storer 1924, Grinnell et al. 1930, Sumner and 167 
Dixon 1953). Our resurveys focused on three elevational gradients in the Sierra Nevada and southern 168 
Cascades that have experienced relatively little human development over the past century (Fig. 1; 169 
Moritz et al. 2008, Tingley et al. 2012): Lassen (surveyed at elevations spanning 80 to 2510 m and 170 
centered on what is now Lassen Volcanic National Park and National Forest), Yosemite (from 50 to 3280 171 
m; focused on Yosemite National Park), and the Southern Sierras (from 120 to 3640 m; including 172 
Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks and Sequoia, Sierra, and Inyo National Forests). We perused 173 
Grinnell and colleagues’ historical field notes and specimen records to ascertain locations of survey sites, 174 
species caught, the number of traps set per night (trapping effort), and the pattern of captures across 175 
nights at each site to use for occupancy modeling to validate absences. Between 2003 and 2011 we 176 
resurveyed these and similar sites across the same regions, yielding 61 sites surveyed in both the 177 
historic and modern era, plus an additional 29 sites surveyed in just the historical era and 65 in the 178 
modern era, for a total of 90 historical and 136 modern sites for occupancy modeling and SDM 179 
evaluation (Table A2). Following Moritz et al. (2008) and Tingley et al. (2012), we defined a site as a 2-km 180 
radius circle and within a 100-m elevational band around a point (usually a campsite), since trapping 181 
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effort encompassed a range of habitats within this area. Hereafter we refer to these locations as 182 
“Grinnell” sites. Appendix 2 provides detailed descriptions of the historic and modern survey methods, 183 
and Tingley et al. (2012) describes the three test regions. Data from these sites were used for testing the 184 
SDMs but were not part of the training data. 185 
The climate of the Grinnell sites and the western US as a whole changed noticeably over the past 186 
century (Table A1). Between the historical and modern survey periods, mean annual temperature 187 
increased by 0.4°C in the western US and by 0.3°C at Grinnell sites, while mean annual precipitation 188 
increased by 34 mm in the western US and by 10 mm at Grinnell sites. Relative to the western US, 189 
Grinnell sites were on average cooler and wetter, and had greater fluctuations in annual precipitation 190 
and temperature. Generally, environmental minima (minimum temperature of the coldest month and 191 
minimum precipitation of the driest month) at the Grinnell sites increased between eras, while maxima 192 
(maximum temperature of the warmest month and precipitation of the wettest month) remained 193 
roughly constant relative to their range (Fig. 1e and f). 194 
Assessing the Effects of False Absences on Model Performance 195 
We assessed model performance using the observed presences at the Grinnell sites and three sets of 196 
absences of varying quality. The first set consisted of “pseudoabsences” (PSA), or randomly-located sites 197 
from across the test region, an 80-km buffer around the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Sierra 198 
Nevada ecoregion (which includes the southern Cascade Range; Omerick 1987; Fig. 1a). PSA are 199 
commonly used for evaluation when absence data are unavailable (Hernandez et al. 2006, Phillips et al. 200 
2006, Stralberg et al. 2009). We set the number of PSA sites equal to the number of Grinnell presence 201 
sites for each species to avoid bias in test metrics caused by unequal prevalence (ratio of presences to 202 
presences plus absences; McPherson et al. 2004, Foody 2011). This process was repeated 1000 times for 203 
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each test set (test presences kept the same, PSA changing each time) to stabilize the standard error of 204 
performance metrics to <0.01 across replicated PSA using the same presences. 205 
The second absence set consisted of “low-confidence” absences (LCA) inferred from non-detections at 206 
Grinnell sites in each era (Table A2). This type of absence is similar to presence-absence data sets in 207 
which non-detection is assumed to indicate absence of the species. 208 
The third set consisted of “high-confidence” absences (HCA) inferred from occupancy modeling 209 
(MacKenzie et al. 2006), which uses the pattern of detections (detected/not detected) across successive 210 
nights at each site within an era to estimate the probability that a species was present but not detected 211 
(Table A2). Detailed procedures for occupancy models are described in Moritz et al. (2008) and in 212 
Appendix 2, so are briefly presented here. We used the single-season occupancy framework to estimate 213 
the probability of a false absence at each site in each era for each species, derived from averaging across 214 
a suite of detectability and occupancy models that incorporated trapping effort, elevation, and era as 215 
covariates. Sites where the target species was not detected were assumed to be true absences if the 216 
probability of false absence was ≤0.10 (Rubidge et al. 2010). Sites where a species was not detected and 217 
with a probability of false absence >0.10 were excluded from the HCA, meaning they are a subset of the 218 
LCA. Hereafter, when we refer to the PSA, LCA, and HCA evaluation sets we implicitly include species’ 219 
test presences as well as the relevant type of absences. 220 
For each species we evaluated SDM performance for two within-era and two cross-era projections. The 221 
historic-to-historic projection (HH) used historic training and test data, and the modern-to-modern 222 
(MM) comparison used modern training and test data. The two cross-era projections (historic-to-223 
modern, HM; and modern-to-historic, MH) used training data in one era and test data in the other. SDM 224 
predictions were extracted from then averaged across pixels within a 2-km radius at each test site to 225 
match the scale of a Grinnell site. 226 
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Threshold-independent Analysis of Model Performance 227 
SDM performance was evaluated using the area under the receiver-operator curve (AUC) and the 228 
correlation between predicted values and the probability of presence and absence (COR; Elith et al. 229 
2006). For the PSA set, AUC equals the probability that a randomly chosen presence site will have a 230 
higher predicted value than a randomly located site (Phillips et al. 2006). For the LCA and HCA sets, AUC 231 
equals the probability that a randomly chosen presence site has a higher predicted value than a 232 
randomly chosen absence site, where “absence” is a low- or high-confidence absence. COR represents 233 
the model’s ability to predict the probability of presence (or “pseudopresence”, if PSA is used). 234 
Prevalence was kept at 0.5 for the PSA tests by using the same number of pseudoabsences as there 235 
were test presences for each species but varied by species and era for the LCA and HCA tests (Table A2). 236 
We used a two-tiered approach to determine the effects of model algorithm, projecting across time, and 237 
autecological traits on model performance. Both tiers involved calculating linear regressions with AUC or 238 
COR from evaluation of the PSA, LCA, or HCA sets (or all sets combined) as the response variable with 239 
SDM, projection (historic-to-historic, modern-to-modern, modern-to-historic, and historic-to-modern), 240 
and their interaction as factors.  241 
The first tier of models also included “species” as a fixed effect. We reasoned that if autecological traits 242 
influenced species’ propensity to be in equilibrium with their environment—and thus increase model 243 
performance (Nogués-Bravo 2009, Wiens et al. 2009)—then they would together explain as much 244 
variation in model performance as a simple “species” term. Hence, in the second tier of models we 245 
replaced the “species” term with 10 autecological traits: activity cycle (nocturnal/diurnal/both), annual 246 
rhythm (hibernator/non-hibernator), diet (omnivore/granivore/insectivore/herbivore), adult mass, litter 247 
size, litters per year, young per year, range area, and climatic niche breadth and marginality (data from 248 
Moritz et al. 2008, Jones et al. 2009, and the IUCN Red List at www.iucnredlist.org). Niche breadth (the 249 
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range of climatic conditions in which the species is found relative to the available climatic space) and 250 
marginality (the difference between the species’ climatic niche and the center of the distribution of 251 
available climate), were calculated using ecological niche factor analysis (ENFA; Hirzel et al. 2002) with 252 
mean annual temperature and precipitation at all training presence sites in each era. We also included 253 
the mean detectability of each species given that it was present estimated from occupancy modeling as 254 
a covariate. We initially desired to include number of training presence sites, but it was strongly 255 
correlated with range size (r=0.63, P=0.005, n=16), so retained the latter. 256 
We also included other factors in the regressions, depending on the test set.  For the regressions with all 257 
absence sets combined we added absence type (PSA, LCA, HCA) as a factor to determine the effect of 258 
absence quality on apparent model performance. Test prevalence and its quadratic term was included 259 
as a “nuisance” variable in analyses of LCA and HCA AUC and COR since an unequal number of test 260 
presences and absences can affect performance metrics (McPherson et al. 2004; Foody 2011). Number 261 
of test sites (presences + absences) was also used as a covariate in analyses of performance against PSA 262 
and HCA since it can also influence apparent performance (Bean et al. 2012). The number of test sites 263 
for the LCA analysis was equal to the number of Grinnell sites in each era so did not differ between 264 
species, and therefore was not used in analyzing the LCA set. 265 
AUC and COR were transformed using a modified logit function prior to analysis following Warton and 266 
Hui (2011; COR was first transformed to the range [0, 1] using (x + 1) / 2). All continuous predictors were 267 
log transformed, centered by subtracting their log means, and standardized by their transformed 268 
standard deviations prior to analysis except for detectability, which was logit-transformed then centered 269 
and standardized since it took the range [0, 1] (Warton and Hui 2011). 270 
Contrasts between levels of SDM, projection, and absence type in the regressions were explored using 271 
Tukey HSD tests when these factors were significant. We then employed stepwise forwards-backwards 272 
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model selection with P≤0.05 for inclusion of a term. To discern the contribution of each factor to 273 
variation in AUC or COR we applied variance partitioning to the final models (Grömping 2006).  274 
Predicting Threshold-independent Performance across Eras 275 
The performance of SDMs against test data from the same era and region as the training data is often 276 
used as an indicator of performance of models projected across time periods (e.g., Broennimann et al. 277 
2006, Loarie et al. 2008, Ogawa-Onishi et al. 2010, Saupe et al. 2011). To test this assumption we 278 
calculated Pearson’s correlation coefficients for within-era performance versus cross-era performance 279 
(e.g., HH AUC across species vs. HM AUC or MM AUC across species vs. MH AUC). We performed 280 
separate correlations for each absence type and across absence types: PSA within-era performance vs. 281 
PSA cross-era performance, PSA within-era vs. LCA cross-era, PSA within-era vs. HCA cross-era, LCA 282 
within-era vs. HCA cross-era, and HCA within-era vs. HCA cross-era. Others have used the transferability 283 
index from Randin et al. (2006) for this purpose. However, accuracy varied by absence types, making use 284 
of this index problematic because it is penalized when accuracy of one set differs from another, even if 285 
one set predicts the other well. However, for comparative purposes we also calculated a modified 286 
transferability index between like absence sets (i.e., PSA within-era performance vs. PSA cross-era 287 
performance, LCA vs. LCA, and HCA vs. HCA) using Eq. A1. 288 
Site-level Turnover and Threshold-independent Performance 289 
We also examined the relationship between model performance and turnover (colonization and 290 
extinction) at the 61 matching Grinnell sites that were surveyed in both the historic and modern eras. 291 
Turnover was defined as the number of sites changing status across time (present-to-absent or absent-292 
to-present) divided by the total number of sites in which species changed status or stayed the same 293 
(present-present or absent-absent). A species was considered “present” if it was detected at a site or 294 
“absent” if it met our criteria for inclusion in the HCA data set. Pearson correlation coefficients were 295 
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calculated across species between turnover rates and the average of HM and MH HCA AUC for each 296 
SDM to determine how turnover correlated with model performance. 297 
Threshold-dependent Analysis of Model Performance 298 
Finally, we examined the ability of SDMs to correctly predict presences and absences after thresholding 299 
model output to a binary presence/absence state. Two commonly-used thresholds based on sensitivity 300 
(proportion of presences correctly predicted) and specificity (proportion of absences correctly 301 
predicted) were applied (Liu et al. 2005): one that maximized the sum of sensitivity and specificity 302 
(MSSS) and another that minimized the difference between sensitivity and specificity (MDSS). 303 
Thresholds were calculated for each absence set separately using the test presences and the absences 304 
of each set. We applied the within-era threshold to the projection of the opposing era to mimic the 305 
situation in which modelers find themselves when projecting to a time period from which they have no 306 
test data (i.e., the HH threshold was applied to HM projections and MM threshold to MH projections). 307 
Omission rates (the proportion of presences incorrectly predicted to be absences) and commission rates 308 
(the proportion of absences incorrectly predicted to be presences) were calculated for each 309 
combination of absence type, threshold, species, SDM, and projection. Omission or commission rates for 310 
each threshold were analyzed in separate analyses of variance using absence type, SDM, projection, all 311 
possible two-way interaction terms between these factors, and species as covariates. Error rates were 312 
logit-transformed before analyses (Warton and Hui 2011). 313 
Results 314 
Threshold-independent Analysis of Model Performance 315 
Absence type was a significant predictor in regression models of threshold-independent performance 316 
for all comparisons (Tables 1 and A3). Mean AUC (± standard error) increased significantly with the 317 
quality of absences from 0.76±0.01 for PSA to 0.79±0.01 for LCA to 0.81±0.01 for HCA (Fig. 3c). Hereafter 318 
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we focus on tests using the HCA data set, since it best reflects patterns of true presence and absence; 319 
results for PSA, LCA, and all test sets combined are presented in Appendix 3. Results for COR were 320 
qualitatively very similar to analysis of AUC and are also presented in Appendix 3. 321 
HCA AUC did not significantly differ between projections (Table 1, Fig. 3a), meaning models performed 322 
as well when projecting within eras as across eras. Projection contributed little to total R² in regressions 323 
with species as a fixed effect, or in regressions replacing “species” with autecological traits (Tables 2 and 324 
A4). 325 
SDM algorithm was marginally significant (P=0.051) in regressions of HCA AUC with “species” as a term 326 
but was significant in regressions with “species” replaced by autecological traits (Table 1). Mean AUC 327 
across species and projections varied by SDM from 0.76 (GLM) to 0.85 (EMED). The two ensemble 328 
models performed equally well and better than BIOCLIM and GLM, with the other models having 329 
intermediate performance (though these differences are tentative given the marginal significance of 330 
SDM in the regression model; Fig. 3b). 331 
Species identity had the largest effect on model performance, and was always significant in the first-tier 332 
models (Table 1). Alone it explained 0.36 of the variance in HCA AUC (Tables 2 and A4). However, when 333 
the “species” term was replaced with autecological traits in the second tier models, the traits that 334 
remained after stepwise model selection together contributed only 0.28 to total R2, suggesting that 335 
additional traits not included in our analysis may explain differences in performance among species. Of 336 
the traits retained in the final model, niche marginality contributed more than twice as much as any 337 
other autecological factor (0.12 of total R2; Tables 2 and A4) and was positively correlated with 338 
performance. In some cases AUC was <0.5, indicating predictions worse than random. Among SDMs and 339 
test sets poor performance was most common for BIOCLIM and GLMs tested against PSA or LCA. Among 340 
species Peromyscus maniculatus performed consistently poorly (mean HCA AUC = 0.58±0.02) while 341 
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other species performed consistently well, especially Tamias amoenus (mean HCA AUC = 0.91±0.01) and 342 
Reithrodontomys megalotis (0.92±0.02). 343 
Predicting Threshold-independent Performance across Eras from Within-era Performance 344 
Modelers are often in the position of having to assume that model performance against test data drawn 345 
from the same region and time period correlates with performance in another time period from which 346 
data is unavailable. We found that HCA AUC from within-era projections (HH or MM) significantly and 347 
positively correlated with cross-era HCA AUC for BIOCLIM, BRTs, and SVMs, regardless of the temporal 348 
direction in which the cross-era projection was conducted (Tables 3 and A6). Surprisingly, within-era LCA 349 
AUC was nearly always a good predictor of cross-era HCA AUC. Predicting cross-era HCA AUC using 350 
within-era assessments against PSA was reliable only for BIOCLIM, but this model also had below-351 
average performance (Fig. 3b). The ability to predict performance in one direction (e.g., MM vs. MH) did 352 
not necessarily imply equivalent ability in the opposing direction (e.g., HH vs. HM). For example, when 353 
using within-era PSA AUC to predict cross-era HCA AUC for GAMs, the correlation between MM AUC and 354 
MH AUC was 0.47 (P=0.049), but fell to 0.22 (P=0.380) for the HH vs. HM comparison (Table 3). We 355 
found fairly high average model transferability within absence types with no significant differences 356 
between SDMs within the same absence type (Fig. A1). 357 
Site-level Turnover and Threshold-independent Performance 358 
Mean turnover (colonization + extinction rate) at the Grinnell sites surveyed in both historic and modern 359 
eras was 17±3% (Table A7). Some species experienced substantial rates of turnover (e.g., Zapus princeps 360 
at 42% of sites), whereas other species experienced none (e.g., 0% for Tamias senex). Average cross-era 361 
AUC was not correlated with turnover (P>0.05 for each SDM) except for SVMs, for which the 362 
relationship was negative (r=-0.62, P=0.005, n=18). 363 
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Threshold-dependent Analysis of Model Performance 364 
To simplify presentation we focus on omission and commission errors from application of the MSSS 365 
threshold, leaving analysis of the MDSS threshold for Appendix 3. Across all species, SDMs, and 366 
projections mean omission and commission rates against HCA across were 0.19±0.01 and 0.25±0.01, 367 
respectively, indicating that SDMs tended to predict false presences more than false absences using the 368 
MSSS threshold (t-test paired by SDM, projection, and species: P=10-5, t=4.366, df=575). In contrast to 369 
the threshold-independent analyses, regressions of omission errors indicated that overall rates varied by 370 
projection and its interaction with SDM (Table 4), notably for BIOCLIM, MAXENT, and SVMs (Fig. 4b). 371 
Most SDMs had equal commission error rates (Fig. 4f). Commission errors against the LCA and HCA sets 372 
were equal to one another and lower than against the PSA set (Fig. 4g). Species was always a significant 373 
factor in analyses of omission and commission rates. 374 
Discussion 375 
The temporal transferability of SDMs is of keen interest for conservation practitioners. Numerous 376 
studies have used SDMs to forecast severe range loss and even extinction of species due to anticipated 377 
global change (e.g., Thomas et al. 2004, Hijmans and Graham 2006, Loarie et al. 2008, Ogawa-Onishi et 378 
al. 2010), optimize resiliency of conservation reserves against climate change (Carroll et al. 2010), and 379 
predict the future connectivity of migration corridors (Early and Sax 2011). Overall, our results suggest 380 
that 1) assessment of true accuracy (within or across eras) depends on having high quality test data; 2) 381 
within-era accuracy unreliably predicts cross-era accuracy; and 3) accuracy differs as a function of the 382 
SDM algorithm and type of projection, but mostly by species. We discuss each finding below. 383 
Absences and Accuracy of SDMs 384 
Our results emphasize the importance of having high confidence in absences when assessing the 385 
accuracy of SDMs using either threshold-independent or -dependent metrics. While attention has been 386 
directed to the confounding effect of false absences on model calibration (Lobo et al. 2010, Kéry 2011), 387 
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we found that SDMs can produce accurate projections for some species even when high-quality absence 388 
data was unavailable for model calibration (e.g., R. megalotis, T. amoenus; Fig. 3d). However, knowing 389 
which models were accurate and which species were modeled well depended on having high-quality 390 
absences for testing (Fig. 3d and Fig. 4d and h). 391 
High detectability of a species does not necessarily obviate the need to apply occupancy modeling to 392 
differentiate false from true absences. In our study, the conditional probability of detection for a species 393 
at a site, given that it was present, averaged 0.80±0.02 across species, sites, and eras. Despite this fairly 394 
high level of detectability, threshold-independent and -dependent measures of performance varied with 395 
the quality of absences. For example, mean AUC for R. megalotis increased from 0.59±0.02 against the 396 
PSA set to 0.88±0.01 against the LCA set to 0.92±0.01 for the HCA set (Fig. 3d). At first glance this 397 
suggests that when HCA is unavailable, models tested with PSA or LCA can be assumed to be more 398 
accurate than the available data indicate. This would seem to imply that possession of HCA evaluation 399 
data, while advantageous, is not necessary, since assessments of performance against PSA or LCA are 400 
conservative. However, there is not a consistent positive relationship between model performance and 401 
quality of absences. For example, the highest inferred accuracies for some species were against PSA 402 
data (e.g., Neotoma macrotis; Fig. 3d), perhaps because PSA AUC can have a negative relationship with 403 
accuracy evaluated using HCA (Smith in press). 404 
Projecting across Time 405 
Projections to different time periods should be less accurate than projections within the same era if 406 
species are not in equilibrium with their environment (Wiens et al. 2009). In our study projection 407 
mattered little to threshold-independent measures of model performance when tested against HCA 408 
data (Table 1 and Fig. 3a), but it did influence omission and commission error rates for thresholded 409 
predictions for some SDMs and absence types (Figs. 4 and A2). Thus our results suggest that the 410 
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transferability of SDMs across time may be a function of the type of output (thresholded or not 411 
thresholded) used in the analysis and the quality of the data used to assess accuracy. 412 
In this context, our finding that projection matters little to threshold-independent model accuracy is 413 
heartening since one of the primary applications of SDMs in conservation is to project the future 414 
potential ranges of species given anthropogenic global change (Wiens et al. 2009). However, we found 415 
the ability to predict cross-era performance using within-era performance varied by SDM and the 416 
particular combination of within- and cross-era projections and absence types (Tables 3 and A6). This is 417 
unfortunate since within-era accuracy is often used as a surrogate for cross-era accuracy when test data 418 
is unavailable in the target era (e.g., Broennimann et al. 2006, Loarie et al. 2008, Ogawa-Onishi et al. 419 
2010, Saupe et al. 2011). Similar results were found in studies of Canadian butterflies (Kharouba et al. 420 
2009) and Californian plants (Dobrowski et al. 2011). To further compound the problem, we were 421 
unable to identify autecological traits that strongly explain the substantial among-species variation in 422 
performance, the exception being niche marginality. Thus, we advise against assuming that the 423 
performance of a SDM tested against data from the same region and era indicates its ability to project 424 
accurately across time. 425 
In general, the few studies that have evaluated the performance of SDMs when projected across 426 
timescales similar to ours find cross-era performance is diminished relative to within-era performance 427 
(Araújo et al. 2005a and b, Kharouba et al. 2009, Dobrowski et al. 2011, Rubidge et al. 2011, Rapacciuolo 428 
et al. 2012). In contrast, we found no decline in cross-era performance for threshold-independent 429 
analysis (Fig. 3a) and declines for a limited number of models in the threshold-dependent analysis (Fig. 430 
4b and f and Fig. A2b and f). There are several reasons why our results may differ from these studies. 431 
First, given the effect of absence quality on apparent performance, it might seem that results from other 432 
studies were influenced by low-confidence absences. Of similar studies, only Rubidge et al. (2011) 433 
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applied occupancy modeling to differentiate false from true absences, but they also found diminished 434 
performance when models were projected across time. If the quality of absences influenced 435 
assessments of cross-era projections, then our analysis of the LCA set should show a projection-436 
dependent effect, but it generally did not (Fig. 3a). Thus, differences between our results and others’ are 437 
likely not due to the problems of testing models with uncertain absences. Second, ours is the only study 438 
in which the test region was smaller than the training region. Perhaps smaller regions contain fewer 439 
non-analog environmental conditions into which models must predict, making them less liable to be in 440 
error. This suggests that SDMs may be more reliable for predicting species’ range dynamics in small, 441 
focal areas versus across species’ entire ranges. Third, in contrast to the other studies, we used targeted 442 
background sites to account for sampling bias in the training data. Targeted background sites can correct 443 
for uneven sampling of environmental conditions by training presence data (Phillips et al. 2009). It is 444 
possible that uncorrected bias in training presences is magnified by environmental change, increasing 445 
instability in predictions. Finally, type of organism (birds, insects, and plants, vs. mammals), study region, 446 
predictors, model algorithms, and choices made during modeling may be responsible for the general 447 
differences between these other studies and our results. 448 
Recently it has been suggested that SDMs projected across time will be more accurate in identifying 449 
areas which will remain or become suitable to a species than areas of extirpation (higher cross-era 450 
omission than commission error rates) because models tend to predict absences in regions of non-451 
analog climate and otherwise do not account for adaptive evolution, non-climatic range-limiting factors, 452 
and the slow rate of competitive exclusion (Schwartz 2012). In our study the average cross-era omission 453 
rate for HCA was significantly less than the average cross-era commission rate for the MSSS threshold 454 
(P=0.033, t-test paired by species and SDM, t= 2.139, df=287) and significantly greater for the MDSS 455 
threshold (P=0.001, t= 2.741, df=287). Thus our results suggest that the particular threshold chosen to 456 
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delimit presence from absence will determine whether or not SDMs are overly “optimistic” or 457 
“pessimistic” about species’ persistence (Nenzén and Araújo 2011). 458 
Differences among SDMs 459 
Models tended to perform more equally as the quality of test absences increased (Fig. 3b). Against the 460 
HCA set, the two ensembles had the highest AUC while BIOCLIM and GLMs had the lowest, with the 461 
other models falling in between. In contrast, significant differences among SDMs were more apparent 462 
using the LCA set (an interaction between SDM and projection precluded finding simple significance 463 
groups for the PSA test). Surprisingly, EMEAN and EMED were among the top SDMs for each absence 464 
set, even though they incorporated high- and low-performing models alike. This may be partially due to 465 
the nature of central tendencies. For example, an ensemble created from the median is expected to be 466 
at least as accurate as half of its constituent models (Araújo and New 2007). All of the SDMs produced 467 
HCA AUC scores for at least one species in one projection that was no better or worse than random 468 
(AUC ≤0.50) except EMED, for which the lowest AUC was 0.58 (the MH projection for Neotoma 469 
macrotis). Hence, the extra effort required to produce ensemble models may pay off in more accurate 470 
models. 471 
Results were more complex using threshold-dependent metrics of performance. Omission and 472 
commission rates varied among models due to interactions between SDM algorithms, projection, and 473 
absence type (Tables 4 and A7). For the MSSS threshold omission rates for BIOCLIM, MAXENT, and SVMs 474 
varied by projection, with cross-era omission rates generally being greater than within-era rates (Fig. 475 
4b). Commission rates also differed by SDM and projection, though only for BIOCLIM (Fig. 4f). Since the 476 
MSSS and MDSS thresholds are but two of many thresholds that can be applied to model output (Liu et 477 
al. 2005), our results do not reflect model performance against thresholded data in general. However, 478 
they do indicate that performance can differ as a function of the type of model output used in an 479 
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evaluation. For example, EMEAN and EMED were the top threshold-independent performers, but they 480 
did not outperform other models when their output was thresholded. 481 
Given these results, we wondered if disparities in model performance when measured with threshold-482 
dependent metrics reflected differences in transferability of thresholds across eras. That is, the 483 
threshold that best divided presences and absences (according to a rule like MSSS or MDSS) within an 484 
era may not best divided them when applied to test data in an opposing era or of a higher quality. As a 485 
post hoc test we calculated a modified transferability index (Randin et al. 2006) between within-era 486 
thresholds and cross-era thresholds (Eq. A1 in Appendix 3). Transferability of thresholds was dependably 487 
high for BRTs but lower for other models (Figs. A3 and A4). Nevertheless, BRTs did not have noticeably 488 
smaller omission or commission rates compared to the other models (Fig. 4b and f and Fig. A2b and f). 489 
Differences among Species 490 
In general it is common to find substantial variation in model performance among species (Elith et al. 491 
2006, Guisan et al. 2007b, McPherson and Jetz 2007, Kharouba et al. 2009, Syphard and Franklin 2009, 492 
Dobrowski et al. 2010, Rapacciuolo et al. 2012). We also found a strong species-level signal in 493 
performance regardless of SDM, projection, absence type, and type of assessment (thresholded or not 494 
thresholded). It is reasonable to assume that an individual species models well or poorly because its 495 
autecological traits respectively encourage or discourage equilibrium with the environment. Traits that 496 
are expected to encourage equilibrium and thus be positively correlated with model performance 497 
include large body size, high reproductive capacity, small range size, and reduced niche breadth 498 
(McPherson et al. 2004, Broennimann et al. 2006, McPherson and Jetz 2007, Buisson et al. 2009, 499 
Dobrowski et al. 2011), as well as behavioral traits like propensity to hibernate or diurnal activity cycle. 500 
In contrast to these expectations, autecological traits together explained a small portion of the variance 501 
in AUC and COR (Tables 2, A4, and A5). Moritz et al. (2008) also found only weak relationships between 502 
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elevational range dynamics in the Yosemite region and the same life history traits we used for a superset 503 
of the species analyzed here. It is possible that the distributions of poorly modeled species are not 504 
determined by the climatic predictors we used or factors directly related to them. For example, P. 505 
maniculatus, for which no model performed remarkably well against HCA data (Figs. 3 and 4), has an 506 
extremely wide distribution so appears to be relatively unrestricted in the climatic space it can inhabit 507 
(Taitt 1981). Poorly-modeled species should have traits that make them less sensitive to climate, but our 508 
analyses uncovered few strong relationships. The one exception is multivariate niche (ENFA) marginality, 509 
which contributed more than any other trait to variation in AUC and COR (Tables 2, A4, and A5). 510 
Marginality is a measure of the distance between the center of available climatic space and the species’ 511 
climatic niche (Hirzel et al. 2002), so it may reflect the ease with which a model can distinguish a species’ 512 
range (Hernandez et al. 2006). Nevertheless, if there is a single trait or suite of traits that capture how 513 
well a species can be modeled, it is not fully specified in our list. Moreover, using “species” as a “catch-514 
all” term to represent traits we did and did not include still explained less than half of the variation in 515 
SDM performance (“species’” contribution to R2 = 0.28 for AUC and 0.34 for COR; Tables 2, A4, and A5), 516 
suggesting that knowledge of all relevant autecological traits would still only be nominally useful for 517 
determining which species model well. 518 
Others have found mixed evidence for relationships between species’ traits and model performance 519 
(Guisan et al. 2007b, McPherson and Jetz 2007, Kharouba et al. 2009, Syphard and Franklin 2009, 520 
Dobrowski et al. 2010). In general relationships seem stronger for poikilothermic taxa (e.g., insects and 521 
plants; Guisan et al. 2007b, Kharouba et al. 2009, Syphard and Franklin 2009, Dobrowski et al. 2010) 522 
than for homeotherms (birds and mammals; McPherson and Jetz 2007 and this study), although 523 
evidence is limited. 524 
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If a species’ range is at least partially influenced by climatic limitations, then we should expect sites to 525 
experience turnover (colonization and/or extinction) as climate changes (Tingley et al. 2009). On the one 526 
hand this suggests that turnover will correlate positively with model performance if it encourages 527 
equilibrium with the environment (Nogués-Bravo 2009). Alternatively, if changes in the habitat 528 
unrelated to the climate drive turnover (e.g., intrinsic population cycles or biotic interactions), then 529 
colonization and extirpation may encourage disequilibrium, meaning that turnover should correlate 530 
negatively with model performance. However, we found no strong relationship between turnover and 531 
model performance, suggesting that species may be responding to both kinds of factors in a manner 532 
that cancels their influence. 533 
Conclusions 534 
We found that that (a) possession of high-quality absence data is essential for assessing the relative 535 
accuracy of SDMs; (b) mean model performance within the same era was generally equal to 536 
performance when projected to a differing era; (c) within-era performance tends to correlate positively 537 
but unreliably with cross-era performance; and (d) model performance varies most dramatically among 538 
species, but not by model algorithm or projection. 539 
Our results provide cautious optimism for predicting species’ biogeographic responses to climate 540 
change. They indicate that SDMs trained with climatic data are more reliable than a random assignation 541 
of presences and absences for most species, but models of different species perform well or poorly 542 
independently of the SDM algorithm and seem to do so irrespective of autecological traits. 543 
Unfortunately, identifying reliable models requires high-confidence absence data which is often 544 
unavailable, and within-era performance predicts cross-era performance under limited circumstances. 545 
Nevertheless, SDMs will remain in the conservation practitioner’s toolbox because, as Wiens et al. 546 
(2009, p. 19735) emphasized, “Not using models to peer into the future . . . is not really an option.” 547 
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Thus, we recommend care be taken when projecting SDMs across time and quality of absence data be 548 
taken into account when assessing model performance. These points are especially important to 549 
consider given that change in climate over the past century in the Sierras Nevada ecoregion and in the 550 
western US at large has been small compared to changes expected in the coming century. Thus, our 551 
results are likely relevant to the degree of climate change experienced by the study region across the 552 
past century rather than the absolute amount of time that has passed between Grinnell’s era and the 553 
present. 554 
This study would not have been possible without the foresight of Joseph Grinnell and his colleagues. 555 
Their field studies were fundamental to the development of the concept of the ecological niche and 556 
biogeography (Soberón 2007, Wiens et al. 2009) and continue to provide insight into the effects of 557 
climate change and land use on biodiversity. Our study, among others, demonstrates the importance of 558 
well-curated museum specimens and—just as importantly—highly detailed, accessible field notes (Drew 559 
2011). While contemporary research provides a route for understanding the past and present, our data 560 
needs to be catalogued and preserved so that it may provide a baseline for future investigators who 561 
wish to understand the world we leave them. 562 
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Figure Captions 724 
Figure 1. The study region (a), the three regions used for testing SDMs (b-d), and climate change at the 725 
Grinnell sites (e-f). (a-d) The test regions and sites (circles). Model training was conducted on species’ 726 
records from across the western US, but model evaluation was performed using presence/absence 727 
records from the Grinnell sites (b-d). Sites for pseudoabsences (PSA) were drawn from an 80-km buffer 728 
around the Sierra Nevada ecoregion (the shaded area). National Park boundaries are shown in the insets 729 
(Lassen Volcanic National Park, Yosemite National Park, and in the Southern Sierras Kings Canyon and 730 
Sequoia National Parks). e) Climate change vectors for Grinnell sites. Each arrow represents climate 731 
change at a Grinnell site, with the beginning located at the mean minimum temperature of the coldest 732 
month and mean precipitation of the driest month in historic times, and the end located at the 733 
corresponding values in the modern era. On average minimum temperature and precipitation increased. 734 
f) The same as panel e but for mean maximum temperature of the warmest month and precipitation of 735 
the wettest month. 736 
Figure 2. An outline of the study design. For each era occurrence records for each species and 737 
contemporaneous climate layers were used to train historic and modern models using one of six 738 
algorithms. Each model was then projected to the same era and opposing era using the respective 739 
climate surfaces. Capture histories at each Grinnell site in each era were used to generate test presences 740 
and three sets of test absences: randomly located “pseudoabsences” (PSA) across the Sierra Nevada and 741 
southern Cascades, low-confidence absences (LCA) inferred from non-detections at a site, and high-742 
confidence absences (HCA) inferred from occupancy modeling. Predictions from the SDMs were then 743 
compared to presences and each set of absences at Grinnell sites to evaluate the SDMs. 744 
Figure 3. AUC as a function of (a) projection, (b) SDM, (c) absence type, and (d) species. In each panel 745 
dark bars are tests against pseudoabsences (PSA), light bars against low-quality absences (LCA), and 746 
white bars against high-quality absences (HCA). In (a), (b), and (c) different letters denote groups that 747 
are significantly different (P≤0.05) using Tukey HSD tests within each absence type. Contrasts between 748 
groups were generally only calculated if the relevant term was significant in analyses of variance. A 749 
significant interaction between SDM and projection precludes displaying significance groups for the PSA 750 
set in the first two panels. Significance groups are coded by letter for each absence type in panels (a) 751 
and (b) and between absence types in panel (c). SDM was only marginally significant in tests of HCA AUC 752 
so significance groupings for HCA in panel (b) are only suggestive of differences, not indicative. 753 
Significance groups are not shown in (d), but species has a significant effect within each absence type. 754 
Mean AUC decreases with the order of the significance group (e.g., group ‘a’ has the highest AUC, ‘b’ the 755 
second highest, etc.). In general, tests are worst against PSA and best against HCA, but AUC varies most 756 
by species. Tops of boxes, horizontal lines within boxes, and bottoms of boxes represent the upper 75%, 757 
median, and lower 25% quartiles, respectively. Dashed vertical lines extend to the lesser/greater of the 758 
maximum/minimum value and 2 standard derivations from the mean. Abbreviations: Call late: 759 
Callospermophilus lateralis, Chae cali: Chaetodipus californicus, Micr cali: Microtus californicus, Micr 760 
long: M. longicaudus, Micr mont: M. monticolus, Neot fusc: Neotoma fuscipes, Neot macr: N. macrotis, 761 
Pero boyl: Peromyscus boylii, Pero mani: P. maniculatus, Pero true: P. truei, Reit mega: Reithrodontomys 762 
megalotis, Sore mont: Sorex monticolus, Sore vagr: S. vagrans, Tami amoe: Tamias amoenus, Tami sene: 763 
T. senex, Tami spec: T. speciosus, Uroc beld: Urocitellus beldingi, Zapu prin: Zapus princeps. ns = not 764 
significant. 765 
Figure 4. Omission (a-d) and commission rates (e-h) for the threshold that maximizes the sum of 766 
sensitivity and specificity (MSSS). In panels (b) and (f) the darkest bars represent the historic-to-historic 767 
projection, the next-darkest the modern-to-historic projection, second-to-lightest the modern-to-768 
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modern projection, and lightest the historic-to-modern projection. In all other panels the dark bars 769 
represent error rates against pseudoabsences (PSA), light bars against low-quality absences (LCA), and 770 
white bars against high-quality absences (HCA). In (a) and (e) significant interactions between projection 771 
and other factors preclude display of significance groups. In (b) and (f) only significantly different sets 772 
within each SDM grouping are noted since SDM and projection had a significant interaction. A significant 773 
interaction between projection and absence type precludes display of significance groups in (c). Species 774 
(d and h) had a significant effect in all analyses but significance groups are not shown for visual clarity. 775 
Omission or commission error rate increases with the order of the significance group code (e.g., group 776 
“a” has the lowest error rate within a comparison, group “b” the second-lowest, etc.). Compare to Fig. 777 
A2 for the threshold that minimizes the difference between sensitivity and specificity (MDSS). See the 778 
caption of Fig. 3 for species’ abbreviations. ns = not significant. 779 
 780 
  781 
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Figure 2 786 
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Figure 3 789 
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Table 1. Regressions on AUC for each absence type and all three absence types together using 795 
“species” as a fixed factor (see Table A3 for analysis of COR). Sums of squares are calculated for each 796 
term when it is entered last into the model. Number of test sites was not included in the LCA analysis, 797 
nor was prevalence for the PSA analysis. Species is significant in every analysis. SDM is significant in each 798 
analysis except for AUC calculated for high-quality absences (HCA), in which it is only marginally 799 
significant. Absence type is significant in the analysis combining all three absence sets together. Bold 800 
values highlight significant factors. 801 
Source df Sum of Squares F P 
Performance against pseudoabsences (PSA) 
Projection 3 0.966 5.241 0.872 
SDM 7 1.097 2.550 10-14 
Projection × SDM 21 2.780 2.154 0.002 
Species 17 41.079 39.320 10-16 
Number of Test Sites 1 0.624 10.149 0.002 
Error 526 32.326   
Performance against low-quality absences (LCA) 
Projection 3 0.044 0.328 0.805 
SDM 7 1.151 3.694 0.001 
Projection × SDM 21 0.645 0.691 0.844 
Species 17 18.442 24.376 10-16 
Test Prevalence 1 0.111 2.496 0.115 
(Test prevalence)2 1 0.035 0.786 0.380 
Error 525 23.364   
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Performance against high-quality absences (HCA) 
Projection 3 0.219 0.851 0.466 
SDM 7 1.212 2.022 0.051 
Projection × SDM 21 0.773 0.430 0.988 
Species 17 30.133 20.704 10-16 
Test Prevalence 1 1.640 19.162 10-5 
(Test Prevalence)2 1 1.157 13.517 10-4 
Number of Test Sites 1 0.547 6.393 0.012 
Error 524 44.861   
Performance against all absence types together 
Absence Type 2 5.779 37.128 10-16 
Projection 3 0.980 4.200 0.006 
SDM 7 3.220 5.910 10-7 
Projection × SDM 21 1.938 1.186 0.253 
Species 17 65.554 49.550 10-16 
Test Prevalence 1 0.276 3.548 0.060 
(Test Prevalence)2 1 0.066 0.846 0.358 
Number of Test Sites 1 0.103 1.330 0.249 
Error 1674 130.275   
 802 
  803 
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Table 2. Partitioning of variance in AUC for the high-quality absences (HCA) set in regression models 804 
with “species” as a fixed term or replacing “species” with autecological traits (see Table A4 for other 805 
absence types and Table A5 for analysis of COR). Values represent each term’s contribution to R2. For 806 
each absence type a simple regression with projection, SDM, projection × SDM, and species was 807 
analyzed (prevalence and its square and number of test sites were included as “nuisance” terms). The 808 
species term was then replaced with autecological traits that were expected to influence SDM 809 
performance; if traits influence model performance substantially, then they should be expected to 810 
explain as much variance as the “species” term they replace. Terms were only included in the final 811 
partitioning if they were significant (P≤0.05) in a forwards/backwards model selection procedure. Pluses 812 
and minuses in parentheses indicate the direction of the relationship for non-categorical variables in the 813 
final model. ns: not significant; * autecological trait. 814 
Term R2 
Regression with “species” as a term 
Projection 0.01 
SDM 0.05 
Species 0.36 
Prevalence + (Prevalence)2 0.04 
Number of test sites 0.00 (–) 
  
Total 0.47 
  
Regression replacing “species” with traits 
Projection ns 
SDM 0.05 
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Prevalence + (Prevalence)2 0.05 
Number of Test Sites ns 
Detectability in Test Era 0.01 (–) 
Activity Cycle* 0.04 
Annual Rhythm* 0.03 
Diet* 0.03 
Adult Mass* ns 
Litter Size* 0.02 (+) 
Litters per Year* 0.02 (–) 
Young per Year* ns 
Range Area* 0.01 (+) 
Niche (ENFA) Breadth* 0.01 (–) 
Niche (ENFA) Marginality* 0.12 (+) 
  
Total 0.39 
Total of autecological traits 0.28 
 815 
  816 
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Table 3. Pearson correlation coefficients for AUC of within-era projections vs. AUC of cross-era 817 
projections. Strong correlations indicate performance of a cross-era projection can be predicted from 818 
performance of a within-era projection. Bolded values are significant at P≤0.05 (n = 18 in each case). 819 
 PSA AUC (within-era) vs. 
HCA AUC (opposing era) 
 LCA AUC (within-era) vs. 
HCA AUC (opposing era) 
 HCA AUC (within-era) vs. 
HCA AUC (opposing era) 
SDM HH vs. HM MM vs. MH  HH vs. HM MM vs. MH  HH vs. HM MM vs. MH 
BIOCLIM 0.53 0.82  0.70 0.82  0.67 0.80 
BRT 0.33 0.40  0.65 0.44  0.52 0.47 
GAM 0.22 0.47  0.63 0.57  0.46 0.36 
GLM -0.09 0.46  0.64 0.83  0.42 0.67 
MAXENT 0.42 0.25  0.68 0.69  0.47 0.42 
SVM 0.68 0.24  0.73 0.75  0.63 0.58 
EMEAN 0.28 0.30  0.62 0.64  0.44 0.40 
EMED 0.30 0.26  0.66 0.56  0.42 0.28 
  820 
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Table 4. Analyses of variance of omission and commission error rates vs. the high-quality absence 821 
(HCA) test set for the threshold that maximizes the sum of sensitivity and specificity (MSSS; see Table A7 822 
for the threshold that minimizes the difference between sensitivity and specificity). Bold values highlight 823 
significant factors. See also Figs. 4 and A2. 824 
Source df Sum of Squares F P 
Omission Error Rate 
Absence type 2 2.985 5.022 0.007 
Projection 3 11.281 12.655 10-8 
SDM 7 3.774 1.814 0.080 
Species 17 167.272 33.112 10-16 
SDM × Projection 21 19.733 3.162 10-6 
SDM × Absence type 14 1.730 0.416 0.970 
Projection × Absence type 6 14.072 7.892 10-8 
Error 1657 492.4   
Commission Error Rate 
Absence type 2 4.356 9.178 10-4 
Projection 3 9.057 12.722 10-8 
SDM 7 1.679 1.011 0.421 
Species 17 85.485 21.191 10-16 
SDM × Projection 21 13.318 2.672 10-5 
SDM × Absence type 14 1.758 0.529 0.917 
Projection × Absence type 6 2.614 1.836 0.088 
Error 1657 393.2   
 825 
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Appendix 1: Change in climatic conditions between the historic Grinnell 1 
surveys and modern resurveys and the PRISM climate data set 2 
Table A1.  Descriptive statistics for climatic variables in the training region (western US) and at test 
sites (Grinnell sites) for both eras.  Values are means across the given time interval and across all sites 
in the respective region, and values in parentheses are the range of the factor.  Isothermality is the 
ratio of the mean range of monthly temperature to the mean range of annual temperature, and 
precipitation seasonality is the coefficient of variation of precipitation across months.  In general 
Grinnell sites were higher, wetter, cooler, and had more variation in precipitation compared to the 
western US as a whole.  Overall Grinnell sites generally became wetter and warmer and had more 
annual variation in temperature and precipitation than the western US at large. 
 Western US Grinnell Sites 
Factor 1900-1939 1970-2009 1900-1939 1970-2009 
General 
Mean annual temperature 
(°C) 
9.0 
(-11.0 to 24.0) 
9.4 
(-11.0 to 25.9) 
7.8 
(-1.3 to 19.3) 
8.1 
(-1.3 to 19.6) 
Mean annual precipitation 
(mm) 
497 
(0 to 6829) 
531 
(0 to 7147) 
882 
(167 to 2705) 
892 
(165 to 2832) 
Elevation (m) 1440 
(-121 to 4275) 
1921 
(50 to 3940) 
 
Predictors Used in Modeling 
BIO02: Mean diurnal 
temperature range (°C) 
15.0 
(4.7 to 22.2) 
14.5 
(4.9 to 22.0) 
14.8 
(10.3 to 18.4) 
14.4 
(9.6 to 17.4) 
BIO03: Isothermality 40 
(23 to 71) 
39 
(23 to 70) 
45 
(38 to 52) 
44 
(37 to 51) 
BIO05: Temperature of the 
warmest month (°C) 
29.5 
(2.6 to 46.9) 
29.6 
(2.4 to 47.0) 
26.0 
(12.6 to 38.6) 
25.8 
(12.8 to 37.5) 
BIO06: Temperature of the 
coldest month (°C) 
-7.8 
(-22.3 to 10.5) 
-6.9 
(-23.0 to 11.1) 
-6.5 
(-15.0 to 4.7) 
-5.7 
(-14.0 to 5.0) 
BIO07: Temperature annual 
range (°C) 
37.3 
(10.2 to 52.2) 
36.5 
(9.7 to 50.7) 
32.5 
(25.8 to 38.0) 
31.5 
(24.7 to 37.4) 
BIO13: Precipitation of the 
wettest month (mm) 
80 
(0 to 1106) 
84 
(0 to 1215) 
184 
(32 to 524) 
172 
(32 to 530) 
BIO14: Precipitation of the 
driest month (mm) 
12 
(0 to 94) 
14 
(0 to 141) 
4 
(1 to 15) 
6 
(0 to 21) 
BIO18: Precipitation of the 
warmest quarter (mm) 
91 
(1 to 533) 
94 
(1 to 575) 
26 
(2 to 79) 
30 
(3 to 94) 
BIO15: Precipitation 
seasonality 
50 
(0 to 296) 
49 
(0 to 264) 
86 
(63 to 103) 
82 
(60 to 102) 
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The PRISM climate data set 3 
Details on the development of the parameter-elevation regression on independent slopes model  4 
(PRISM) data set are presented in Daly et al. (2000, 2002, and 2004; see also 5 
http://www.prism.oregonstate.edu), so here we provide only a cursory description of the methods 6 
used to develop the PRISM climate layers with a focus on aspects relevant to climate of the 7 
training region (the western conterminous US) and the test region (the Sierra Nevada). 8 
PRISM is a hybrid expert knowledge-based/statistical system in which the climatic factor of 9 
interest (i.e., precipitation or temperature) are predicted with simple linear regression equations 10 
describing the response as a function of elevation.  Elevation is obtained from a digital elevation 11 
model.  The regression parameters are local in the sense that they can vary for each grid cell, and 12 
are estimated from a moving window of a user-defined radius (usually ≥50 km) such that at least 13 
a minimum number of weather stations are within the windows (usually ≥15).  Stations are 14 
weighted by their horizontal and vertical distance to the target cell, as well as their similarity in 15 
aspect (calculated at multiple spatial scales), atmospheric layer in which they reside (boundary 16 
layer or free atmosphere), coastal proximity, terrain, and clustering among stations.  PRISM 17 
assumes a two-layer atmosphere and imposes an inversion layer in months and regions in which 18 
inversions have been recorded (esp. the montane western US, including the Sierra Nevada; Daly 19 
et al. 2002).  The regression parameters are required to fall within a user-defined range 20 
established from observed relationships between temperature or precipitation and elevation.  If 21 
they fall outside this range the lowest-weighted station is removed from the regression in an 22 
iterative fashion until the parameters are satisfactory or until the minimum number of stations 23 
remain in the search window.  If the latter occurs, then the parameters are set to their default 24 
values (usually the mean across the landscape).  By weighting stations according to their 25 
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similarity in coastal effects and aspect, PRISM accounts for the maritime influences on climate 26 
and rain shadow effects.  These are especially relevant to the climate of our study region as it is 27 
affected along the western side by the Pacific Ocean and many of the training and test sites are at 28 
high altitudes. 29 
Our climate data was derived by averaging estimates of minimum temperature, maximum 30 
temperature, and precipitation across each month of the years of our study eras (1900-1939 and 31 
1970 to 2009, inclusive).  An exact tally of the number of stations is not possible since different 32 
stations were online in different years and some had missing data.  Nevertheless, the overall 33 
network of stations was roughly stable in each time period, providing approximately 2300 34 
stations for the historic era and 8900 for the modern era (Wayne Gibson, PRISM Group, Oregon 35 
State University, personal communication; Matthias Falk, University of California, Davis, 36 
personal communication).  As a result, we expect historical climate records to be less accurate 37 
than modern records.  As a result, we expected projections across eras to be less accurate than 38 
within the same time period since inaccuracies in the historical climate records could be expected 39 
to cause a mischaracterization of the climatic niche of species. 40 
PRISM has been reviewed by scores of independent scientists and cross-validated using a wide 41 
range of methods, but the only comparison between PRISM and a similar set of climate layers of 42 
which we are aware was performed by Parra and Monahan (2008) who compared it to the 43 
ANUSPLIN system (which has been used to generate the commonly-used WORLDCLIM layers; 44 
Hijmans et al. 2005).  In comparison to ANUSPLIN PRISM was more precise but less accurate.  45 
They also modeled the historic and current distributions of 57 Californian mammals, with time 46 
periods roughly equivalent to our historic and modern eras.  Compared to ANUSPLIN, 47 
MAXENT models based on 4×4-km resolution PRISM data tended to predict more range 48 
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stability (vs. contraction or expansion).  We note that these results are not necessarily indicative 49 
of performance by our models since we used the updated, 30-arcsec (~1×1-km) resolution 50 
PRISM data set. 51 
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Data cleaning 11 
Museum records for all mammals in the Western United States were downloaded from MaNIS 12 
(www.manisnet.org) and Arctos (http://arctos.database.museum/) in July of 2010.  Records with obvious 13 
problems (e.g., only genus listed or no coordinate uncertainty or records georeferenced to locations where 14 
the animals were kept in captivity) were removed.  Initially all records with coordinate uncertainty ≤5000 15 
m were retained.  Hence, many of our training sites had associated spatial error larger than the resolution 16 
of the environmental data, but we do not consider this a substantial problem since others have shown that 17 
similar uncertainty does not degrade model performance (Graham et al. 2008). To further filter incorrectly 18 
georeferenced specimens, for each species we removed records that were below the 0.25th and above the 19 
99.75th percentiles in either mean annual temperature or precipitation relative to the other sites where the 20 
species was located in both eras (Chapman 2005).  We also removed records collected before year 2000 21 
with coordinate uncertainties <3 m since these had unlikely accuracies and records from 2000 onward 22 
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with coordinate uncertainties >200 m since the widespread use of GPS and cessation of selective 23 
availability improved spatial accuracy.  For each species, records were further thinned so that no presence 24 
points were within 1 km of one another. 25 
Details on model implementation 26 
Included here are details on implementation of the SDMs used in the main paper.  All models were 27 
trained and tested using custom code and the dismo (for BIOCLIM, GLMs, and MAXENT; Hijmans et al. 28 
2012), raster (Hijmans & van Etten 2012), mgcv (for GAMs; Wood 2012), gbm (for BRTs; Ridgeway 29 
2007, Elith et al. 2008), and e1071 (for SVMs; Dimitriadou et al. 2011) packages in R Ver. 2.15.2 (R 30 
Core Development Team 2011). 31 
The original BIOCLIM model gave presence/absence predictions based on whether a site was within a 32 
user-defined percentile range of the distribution of the training data (Busby 1991).  In the current exercise 33 
we used a modification that yields continuous predictions across the range [0, 1] (Hijmans et al. 2011).  34 
The environmental suitability of a site is predicted to be the minimum of the percentile distribution across 35 
all environmental predictors measured at that site, where percentiles >50 are subtracted from 100 so that, 36 
for example, a site at the 80th percentile of a factor has the same value as one at the 20th percentile. This 37 
value is then divided by 50 so that values range from 0 (least suitable) to 1 (most suitable).  Predictors do 38 
not interact, and the predictor with the minimum score determines the suitability of the site. 39 
BRTs use a series of linked classification and regression trees, with each tree trained on a randomly 40 
drawn subset of the residuals from the previous one (Hastie et al 2001).  BRTs were implemented with a 41 
modified version of the gbm.step function from Elith et al. (2008).  We used a learning rate of 0.0001, 42 
tree complexity of 12, bag fraction of 0.7, and 2000 trees per model, all of which are within the range 43 
suggested by Elith et al. (2008). 44 
GLMs are a regression technique that assumes a linear relation between predictors (or their higher-order 45 
terms) and species’ occurrence.  Initial models for GLMs were constructed from a set of linear, quadratic, 46 
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quartic, and two-way interaction terms.  Initial model form was determined by entering each term alone in 47 
a GLM provided there were ≥10 presence sites per term (forcing inclusion of linear and quadratic terms 48 
when testing higher-order terms, so that, for example, there needed to be ≥30 presence sites to test the 49 
term X + X
2
 + X
3
 but between 20 and 29 to test X + X
2
 and fewer than 19 to test just X).  We then 50 
constructed an initial multivariate model using the eight terms with the lowest AIC, provided there were 51 
≥20 presences per term. Terms in this initial model were then dropped using forward and backward AIC-52 
based model selection until the most parsimonious model was found.  All predictors were centered and 53 
standardized before training.   54 
GAMs are a more flexible implementation of GLMs that apply non-linear smoothers to predictor 55 
variables before relating them to the dependent variable (Wood 2006).  GAMs were implemented with 56 
cubic splines and with shrinkage, which allows a term’s influence to go to zero if it is unimportant 57 
relative to the other terms in the model.  Model form was determined in the same manner as for GLMs 58 
using single-term and joint-term (interaction term) smoothers.  Joint smoothing terms used tensor 59 
products because they allow for non-stationary responses and differences in scale of the predictors (Wood 60 
2006). 61 
MAXENT first estimates the probability of each predictor across presence sites given the distribution of 62 
the predictor in the study area, and then inverts the relation with Bayes’ Theorem, yielding the probability 63 
of presence given the environment (Phillips et al. 2006, Phillips and Dudík 2008).  The distribution is 64 
derived using maximization of information entropy, which produces the mathematically smoothest 65 
distribution possible given constraints (e.g., predictor mean, variance, covariance with other predictors).  66 
We implemented MAXENT using Ver. 3.3.3e (Phillips et al. 2009) called from R using the dismo 67 
package (Hijmans et al. 2011).  We used AIC-based tuning of the master regularization parameter to find 68 
its optimal value within the range 0.25 to 20 with a custom R function following procedures described in 69 
Warren and Siefert (2011). As with all other SDMs, we evaluated output using dismo’s “evaluate” 70 
function to calculate AUC and other test metrics. 71 
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SVMs find the gradient in environmental space that declines most steeply perpendicular to the 72 
distribution of presences and absences given a user-set tolerance (Guo et al. 2005).  We implemented two-73 
class SVMs with a radial (Gaussian) kernel (Tax et al. 2004).  An iterative grid search in log space was 74 
used to find the best γ and cost combination across the intervals 2-15 to 23 for γ and 2-5 to 215 for cost (Hsu 75 
et al. 2010). 76 
The EMEAN and EMED models calculate the environmental suitability of a site as the mean or median 77 
score, respectively, across all of the other six models.  Since different model types produced very 78 
different ranges of output (e.g., most GAMs produced prediction values between 0 and ~0.3, while GLMs 79 
produced values between ~0 and ~1), we standardized prediction maps to the range [0, 1] before 80 
calculating the mean or median by subtracting from each map its minimum value across all cells, then 81 
dividing by its (new) maximum value across all cells. 82 
Evaluation data: The original Grinnell Surveys and the Grinnell Resurvey Project 83 
Apart from the museum data used to train the models we used data from historical and contemporary 84 
surveys of three elevational transects in the Sierra Nevada to test model projections.  The historical 85 
surveys were led by Joseph Grinnell, the founding director of the University of California Berkeley’s 86 
Museum of Vertebrate Zoology.  Grinnell and his colleagues conducted surveys of mammals, birds, 87 
reptiles, and amphibians at these transects and many more sites across California and the greater 88 
American West between 1900 and 1939 (Grinnell and Storer 1924; Grinnell et al. 1930, Sumner and 89 
Dixon 1953).  Grinnell’s meticulous note-taking style was unique for the era (Perrine and Patton 2011); 90 
altogether he and his students amassed ~50,000 pages of field notes during this time period.  The notes 91 
consist of records from traplines (using snap traps, Macabee gopher traps, mole traps, and steel traps), 92 
sightings, and shot animals, though to maintain consistency between historic and modern methods we 93 
utilized only the trapline data since it allowed us to best quantify survey effort for occupancy modeling 94 
(below).  Sites were generally surveyed for 1 to 16 nights (median 5 ) with 6 to 335 traps (median 96) 95 
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during seasons when the animals were expected to be present (i.e., not in hibernation).  Eight thousand six 96 
hundred eighty eight of the 15,277 historic mammal records used in this study were deposited in the 97 
Museum collection, allowing us to verify Grinnell’s identifications, especially of cryptic taxa (e.g., 98 
Tamias).  Following Moritz et al. (2008) and Tingley et al. (2012) we defined a “site” as an area with a 2-99 
km radius around an aggregate of traplines (usually centered on a campsite) that was within 100 m of the 100 
elevation of the traplines’ centroid since this generally encompassed the area in which aggregates of 101 
traplines were set and described in the historic field notes.  Coordinates and extent of each trapline were 102 
georeferenced using field notes, historic photographs taken by Grinnell and colleagues, areal photographs 103 
and maps.  Coordinate uncertainty was obtained using the point-radius method (Wieczorek et al. 2004).  104 
Elevation was obtained from a 1-arcsec digital elevation model (DEM).  Scanned copies of the original 105 
field notes used for this project are available from the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology’s web site 106 
(http://bscit.berkeley.edu/mvz/volumes.html) and data for historic and modern voucher specimens are 107 
available from the Arctos database (http://arctos.database.museum/home.cfm). 108 
Since 2003, as part of the Grinnell Resurvey Project, we have been conducting surveys along three 109 
elevational transects that straddle the Sierra Nevada centered on Lassen National Park and National 110 
Forest, Yosemite National Park, and Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks and Sequoia, Sierra, and 111 
Inyo National Forests (Fig. 1; Moritz et al. 2008; Rubidge et al. 2011; Perrine and Patton 2011; Morelli et 112 
al. 2012; Tingley et al. 2012).  We chose these regions specifically because of the high historical sampling 113 
density and because they have experienced less development than other regions of the Sierra.  Detailed 114 
descriptions of each transect can be found in Tingley et al. (2012).  We used historical field notes, maps, 115 
and historical photographs to locate census sites near historical survey sites, though we also 116 
opportunistically added sites not originally censused in the historic surveys. Modern sites were 117 
georeferenced using GPS.  When resurveying matching sites the modern traplines followed historical 118 
traplines as closely as possible.  Surveys were conducted from 1-11 nights (median 6) with 3-339 (median 119 
65) Sherman and Tomahawk traps plus pitfall traps made from 32-oz plastic cups sunk into the ground.  120 
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We also surveyed sites during the seasons we expected the mammals to be active and detectable.  Of the 121 
mammals caught, 6,144 of 14,316 were deposited in the collection of the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology.  122 
Records are available for these specimens at the aforementioned web sites. 123 
We restricted our analysis to historic and modern sites on the west slope of the Sierra and down to the 124 
lower limits of the yellow pine belt on the eastern slope, excluding sites more characteristic of deserts east 125 
of the Sierra.  Records of the Great Basin subspecies of Peromyscus truei were excluded following Moritz 126 
et al. (2008) and Yang et al. (2011).  Our analysis focused on species that could be regularly caught given 127 
historical and modern detection methods (i.e., excluding carnivores) and those which are characteristic of 128 
the Californian mammalian fauna (i.e., excluding desert species such as Neotoma lepida). 129 
We refer to these historic and modern sites as “Grinnell sites” and use them to test output from the SDMs. 130 
Generating the high-quality absence (HCA) test data set with occupancy modeling 131 
To determine if a Grinnell site in which a species was not observed was truly absent of the species, we 132 
used the single-season occupancy framework for each era to estimate the probability of a false absence at 133 
each site.  Models were implemented in R and MARK using the RMark package to link the two programs 134 
(White and Burnham 1999, White et al. 2001).  Models of the probability of detection given that the 135 
species was present were parameterized using measures of trapping effort and era.  A set of 34 candidate 136 
models for detectability with era, number of nights a site was trapped, trap effort (number of traps and 137 
log(number of traps)), and the interactions between era and trap night and between era and trap effort 138 
were used as covariates.  The best 16 models from this set were then incorporated into 25 models of the 139 
probability of occupancy, which used era, elevation and its square, region, and all two- and three-way 140 
combinations of these variables, plus the constant model (the “dot” model).  Finally, the probability of 141 
detection each night at a site, pn, was calculated from the AIC-weighted average across all possible 142 
combinations of the 16 detectability and 25 occupancy models.  The probability of a false absence at a 143 
site was calculated from          
 
   where N is the total number of nights a site was censused 144 
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(Moritz et al. 2008, Tingley and Beissinger 2009).  Sites where the target species was not detected were 145 
assumed to be true absences if the probability of false absence was ≤0.10 (Rubidge et al. 2011).  Test sites 146 
where a species was not detected and with probabilities of false absence >0.10 were discarded.  Table A2 147 
lists the number of presence test sites and LCA and HCA absence sites per species in each era. 148 
Table A2.  Number of training presences and test presences and absences for each species in each era and 
absence set.  A species had to have >32 training presences, 5 test presences, low-confidence absences, and 
high-confidence absences in each era to be included in this list.  The number of training presences in each 
era was equalized by subsampling from the more numerous era.  For the PSA set 1000 sets of randomly 
chosen sites equal to the number of test sites in the test era were used.  HCA absences are a subset of LCA 
absences and created by removing from the LCA set sites at which the probability of false absence was 
>0.10.  Since prevalence (proportion of presences to presences and absences) differed between species and 
across eras within a species, it was included as a nuisance term in statistical evaluations of model 
performance of the LCA and HCA sets.  
 
No. 
training 
presences 
 Low Confidence 
Absence Test Set 
 High Confidence 
Absence Test Set 
 
 Presences Absences  Presences Absences 
Species  Hist. Mod. Hist. Mod.  Hist. Mod. Hist. Mod. 
Callospermophilus lateralis 208  34 45 56 91  34 45 9 25 
Chaetodipus californicus 112  13 16 77 120  13 16 8 50 
Microtus californicus 157  22 18 68 118  22 18 30 33 
Microtus longicaudus 176  46 65 44 71  46 65 32 19 
Microtus montanus 119  23 35 67 101  23 35 39 76 
Neotoma fuscipes 83  5 5 85 131  5 5 23 52 
Neotoma macrotis 121  15 27 75 109  15 27 7 48 
Peromyscus boylii 139  37 39 53 97  37 39 32 66 
Peromyscus maniculatus 1003  82 106 8 30  82 106 6 22 
Peromyscus truei 232  25 28 65 108  25 28 31 21 
Reithrodontomys megalotis 202  23 27 67 109  23 27 47 47 
Sorex monticolus 70  19 49 71 87  19 49 30 13 
Sorex vagrans 141  8 13 82 123  8 13 52 94 
Tamias amoenus 168  9 13 81 123  9 13 63 104 
Tamias senex 50  13 14 77 122  13 14 21 48 
Tamias speciosus 65  34 49 56 87  34 49 32 44 
Urocitellus beldingi 59  5 16 85 120  5 16 37 47 
Zapus princeps 84  23 32 67 104  23 32 45 18 
Mean 177.2  24.2 33.2 65.8 102.8  24.2 33.2 30.2 45.9 
Minimum 50  5 5 8 30  5 5 6 13 
Maximum 1003  82 106 8 30  82 106 63 104 
 149 
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Analysis of COR 25 
In addition to the analysis of AUC presented in the text of the paper, we also analyzed performance 26 
of the SDMs using COR, the point biserial correlation, which is a measure of the correlation between 27 
predicted environmental suitability and the probability of presence and absence (Elith et al. 2006).  28 
COR is the Pearson correlation coefficient between model output at test sites, which ranges from [0, 29 
1], and a set of 1’s and 0’s indicating whether the species of interest was present or absent at the test 30 
sites.  Positive values indicate the model output correlates positively with the probability of presence 31 
and absence.  Since COR has the range [-1, 1], we first transformed it to the interval [0, 1] using 32 
0.5×(x+1), then applied the modified logit transformation of Warton and Hui (2011). 33 
We repeated the same analyses described in the main text for AUC for COR.  Briefly, we examined 34 
two models for each absence type, one of the form logit(COR) ~ prevalence + prevalence2  + number 35 
of test sites + SDM + projection + SDM × projection + species, and the other logit(COR) ~ 36 
prevalence + prevalence² + number of test sites + activity cycle + annual rhythm + diet  + log(adult 37 
mass) + litter size + litters per year + young per year + log(range area) + ENFA marginality + ENFA 38 
breadth.  Prevalence and its square was not included when analyzing PSA data since the number of 39 
test presences and absences was kept equal in each case, and number of test sites was not use for the 40 
analysis of LCA since they did not differ within an era across species or SDMs (90 historic sites and 41 
136 modern sites).  Variance partitioning was performed on both models after forwards/backwards 42 
variable selection with P≤0.05 for inclusion of a variable. 43 
Results of regression on COR using “species” were qualitatively very similar to the analysis of AUC 44 
in that the “species” term was always significant, absence type was significant in the analysis 45 
including all absence sets, and SDM was significant in the LCA and HCA tests (and its interaction 46 
with projection was significant in the PSA analysis; Tables 1 and A3). 47 
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Results from variance partitioning of the COR models also suggested projection had negligible 48 
influence, SDM had a consistent but somewhat minor effect, and “species” had a consistently large 49 
effect on variation (Tables A5).  However, all autecological traits combined did not explain as much 50 
variation as did the “species” term when the former replaced the latter, suggesting that unmeasured 51 
traits of characteristics of the data are captured by the “species” term but not our list of traits.  Of the 52 
traits, ENFA marginality and diet usually contributed most to total variance in COR. 53 
  54 
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Table A3.  Results from analysis of variance of COR for each absence type and all 
three absence types together (compare to Table 1).  Sums of squares are calculated 
for each term when it is entered last into the model.  Species is significant in each 
case, and absence type is significant in the full analysis.  Bold values highlight 
significant results. 
Term df Sum of Squares F P 
Performance against PSA 
Projection 3 0.911 8.388 10-5 
SDM 7 1.735 6.848 10-8 
Projection × SDM 21 1.765 2.322 0.001 
Species 17 22.246 36.145 10-16 
Number of test sites 1 0.221 6.117 0.014 
Error 526 19.043   
Performance against LCA 
Projection 3 0.041 0.982 0.401 
SDM 7 0.472 4.744 10-5 
Projection × SDM 21 0.208 0.697 0.837 
Species 17 5.251 21.716 10-16 
Test prevalence 1 0.046 3.248 0.072 
(Test prevalence)2 1 0.192 13.547 10-4 
Error 525 7.468   
HCA 
Projection 3 0.152 1.525 0.206 
SDM 7 0.596 2.559 0.013 
Projection × SDM 21 0.246 0.352 0.997 
Species 17 12.286 21.716 10-16 
Test prevalence 1 0.276 8.318 0.004 
(Test prevalence)2 1 0.030 0.908 0.340 
Number of test sites 1 0.160 4.806 0.028 
Error 524 17.439   
Performance against all absence types together 
Absence Type 2 4.993 70.535 10-16 
Projection 3 0.309 2.905 0.034 
SDM 7 8.116 32.756 10-16 
Projection × SDM 21 1.144 1.539 0.056 
Species 17 29.811 49.543 10-16 
Test prevalence 1 0.044 1.243 0.264 
(Test prevalence)2 1 9.413 265.928 10-16 
Number of test sites 1 0.146 4.117 0.042 
Error 1674 59.251   
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Table A4.  Results from variance partitioning of AUC.  Results from Table 2 in the main text are 
replicated here for ease of comparison.  Values represent each term’s contribution to total R2. For each 
absence type a regression with projection, SDM, projection × SDM, and species as factors was analyzed.  
The species term was then replaced with species-level traits that were expected to influence SDM.  Terms 
were only included in the final partitioning if they were significant (P≤0.05) in a forwards/backwards 
model selection procedure.  Pluses and minuses in parentheses indicate the direction of the relationship 
for non-categorical variables in the final model.  † Absence type was only included in the analysis using 
all absence types. †† Prevalence of the test data was only included in analyses with LCA and HCA.  ††† 
Number of test sites was only included in analyses of PSA and HCA.  * autecological trait; ns not 
significant. 
 R² 
Term PSA LCA HCA All together 
Regressions with “species” as a term 
Absence Type † (not included) (not included) (not included) 0.03 
Projection ns 0.01 0.01 0.00 
SDM 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 
Species 0.50 0.42 0.36 0.34 
Prevalence  +  (Prevalence)2 †† (not included) 0.06 0.04 ns 
Number of test sites ††† 0.01 (not included) 0.00 (–) ns 
     
Total 0.58 0.55 0.47 0.42 
     
Regressions replacing “species” with autecological traits 
Absence Type † (not included) (not included) (not included) 0.03 
Projection ns 0.01 ns 0.00 
SDM 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.05 
Prevalence  + (Prevalence)2 †† (not included) 0.06 0.05 0.01 
Number of Test Sites ††† 0.01 (+) (not included) ns ns 
Detectability in Test Era ns 0.01 (+) 0.01 (–) ns 
Activity Cycle* 0.06 0.10 0.04 0.05 
Annual Rhythm* 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.04 
Diet* 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.03 
Adult Mass* ns 0.02 (–) ns 0.01 (–) 
Litter Size* 0.04 (+) 0.02 (+) 0.02 (+) 0.02 (+) 
Litters per Year* 0.06 (+) ns 0.02 (–) ns 
Young per Year* 0.06 (–) 0.04 (–) ns 0.04 (+) 
Range Area* 0.02 (+) 0.02 (+) 0.01 (+) 0.01 (+) 
Niche (ENFA) Breadth* 0.01 (+) ns 0.01 (–) ns 
Niche (ENFA) Marginality* 0.10 (+) 0.08 (+) 0.12 (+) 0.10 (+) 
     
Total 0.55 0.52 0.39 0.40 
Total of autecological traits 0.48 0.36 0.28 0.30 
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Table A5.  Results from variance partitioning of COR.  For each absence type a regression with 
projection, SDM, projection × SDM, and species as factors was analyzed.  The species term was then 
replaced with species-level traits that were expected to influence SDM performance.  Terms were only 
included in the final partitioning if they were significant (P≤0.05) in a forwards/backwards model 
selection procedure.  Values indicate each term’s contribution to R2.  Pluses and minuses in parentheses 
indicate the direction of the relationship for non-categorical variables.  † Absence type was only included 
in the analysis using all absence types. †† Prevalence of the test data was only included in analyses with 
LCA and HCA.  ††† Number of test sites was only included in analyses of PSA and HCA.  * autecological 
trait; ns not significant. 
 R² 
Term PSA LCA HCA All together 
Regressions with “species” as a term 
Absence Type † (not included) (not included) (not included) 0.03 
Projection ns ns ns 0.00 
SDM 0.13 0.05 0.05 0.07 
Species 0.46 0.42 0.45 0.29 
Prevalence + (Prevalence)2 †† (not included) 0.12 ns 0.04 
Number of Test Sites ††† ns (not included) ns 0.03 
     
Total 0.59 0.60 0.51 0.47 
     
Regressions replacing “species” with autecological traits 
Absence Type † (not included) (not included) (not included) 0.03 
Projection ns ns ns ns 
SDM 0.13 0.05 0.05 0.07 
Prevalence + (Prevalence)2 †† (not included) 0.14 ns 0.06 
Number of Test Sites ††† 0.01 (+) (not included) ns ns 
Detectability in Test Era 0.00 (+) ns 0.02 (–) ns 
Activity Cycle* 0.07 0.05 ns 0.03 
Annual Rhythm* 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.02 
Diet* 0.06 0.07 0.10 0.04 
Adult Mass* ns 0.02 (–) 0.01 (+) ns 
Litter Size* 0.03 (+) 0.01 (+) 0.01 (+) 0.01 (+) 
Litters per Year* ns 0.02 (–) 0.01 (–) 0.02 (–) 
Young per Year* 0.07 (–) 0.02 (–) 0.01 (+) 0.02 (–) 
Range Area* 0.02 (+) 0.02 (+) 0.01 (+) 0.01 (+) 
Niche (ENFA) Breadth* ns 0.03 (–) 0.03 (–) 0.01 (–) 
Niche (ENFA) Marginality* 0.11 (+) 0.09 (+) 0.14 (+) 0.10 (+) 
     
Total 0.56 0.55 0.42 0.43 
Total of autecological traits 0.41 0.35 0.34 0.24 
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Correlations between within- and cross-era performance 57 
In the main text we present analyses using within-era AUC to predict cross-era AUC where the latter 58 
is measured against HCA data.  Here we expand those results to comparisons of other types of 59 
absences (Table A6).  The correlation analysis indicates that no SDM but BIOCLIM consistently 60 
predicts cross-era performance using within-era performance across all absence type combinations 61 
(Table A6).  Unfortunately, BIOCLIM is one of the poorest-performing models, regardless of the 62 
absence type of the test set (Fig. 3b).  The results suggest that LCA within-era performance is a better 63 
predictor of cross-era performance against HCA than is within-era HCA performance (Table A6, top 64 
two middle columns vs. top two right columns).  The ability to predict performance of a projection in 65 
one direction (e.g., from historic to modern) did not necessarily imply equivalent ability to predict in 66 
the other direction (modern to historic; e.g., compare GAM PSA vs. GAM HCA). 67 
  68 
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Table A6.  Pearson correlation coefficients between AUC of within-era projections vs. AUC of cross-era 
projections.  This table contains the data from Table 2 in the main text and expands it for more absence 
types.  Stronger correlations indicate performance of a cross-era projection can be predicted from 
performance of a within-era projection.  When absence types are different (e.g., PSA vs. HCA), the within-
era performance is against the lesser-quality data set (PSA in this example) and cross-era performance is 
against the higher-quality data set (HCA).  Bolded values are significant at P≤0.05 (n = 18 in each case). 
 PSA AUC (within-era) vs. 
PSA AUC (cross-era) 
 LCA AUC (within-era) vs. 
LCA AUC (cross-era) 
 HCA AUC (within-era) 
vs. HCA AUC (cross-era) 
SDM HH vs. HM MM vs. MH  HH vs. HM MM vs. MH  HH vs. HM MM vs. MH 
BIOCLIM 0.73 0.73  0.75 0.82  0.67 0.80 
BRT 0.87 0.36  0.69 0.46  0.52 0.47 
GAM 0.88 0.68  0.78 0.69  0.46 0.36 
GLM 0.85 0.83  0.65 0.92  0.42 0.67 
MAXENT 0.85 0.75  0.88 0.86  0.47 0.42 
SVM 0.81 0.62  0.73 0.80  0.63 0.58 
EMEAN 0.89 0.67  0.74 0.75  0.44 0.40 
EMED 0.87 0.70  0.78 0.70  0.42 0.28 
         
 PSA AUC (within-era) vs. 
LCA AUC (cross-era) 
 PSA AUC (within-era) vs. 
HCA AUC (cross-era) 
 LCA AUC (within-era) vs. 
HCA AUC (cross-era) 
SDM HH vs. HM MM vs. MH  HH vs. HM MM vs. MH  HH vs. HM MM vs. MH 
BIOCLIM 0.58 0.82  0.53 0.82  0.70 0.82 
BRT 0.50 0.56  0.33 0.40  0.65 0.44 
GAM 0.57 0.57  0.22 0.47  0.63 0.57 
GLM 0.13 0.61  -0.09 0.46  0.64 0.83 
MAXENT 0.63 0.41  0.42 0.25  0.68 0.69 
SVM 0.71 0.36  0.68 0.24  0.73 0.75 
EMEAN 0.50 0.49  0.28 0.30  0.62 0.64 
EMED 0.52 0.49  0.30 0.26  0.66 0.56 
 69 
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Transferability of models across eras 71 
To compare values of AUC calculated against the HCA, we applied a modified version of the 72 
transferability index (TI) from Randin et al. (2006).  The original TI was developed for comparison 73 
of AUC between regions or eras, and was intended to have the range [0, 1], where 1 indicates that the 74 
model has perfect transferability (the models’ performance when trained and tested in era A and is 75 
equal to its performance in when tested in era B and vice versa), and 0 indicates that the model 76 
transfers to the opposing era very poorly.  The formula for TI in Randin et al. (2006) is based on the 77 
assumption that AUC has the range [0.5, 1], but AUC actually ranges from 0 to 1 (Mason & Graham, 78 
2002), making the original TI score range from -1 to 1.  Here we present a modified TI index, TI´, 79 
which is based on the value being compared (AUC, threshold, etc.) having the range [0, 1]: 80 
Eq. A1     
 
 
                         
                   
 
where AA, BB, AB, and BA are the values of AUC (or threshold, etc.) corresponding to the HH, MM, 81 
HM, and MH projections, respectively.  TI’ has the range [0, 1] and is appropriate for comparing 82 
transferability of model performance within an absence type but not across absence types since 83 
performance varied by absence type.  Note that high transferability does not necessarily mean the 84 
model performs well, just that its performance within an era is nearly equal to its performance across 85 
eras.   86 
Average transferability of AUC was 0.87±0.01 using the PSA test data, 0.90±0.00 against LCA, and 87 
0.86±0.01 against HCA.  Though the modified transferability index varied between SDMs within an 88 
absence type, none of the differences were significant (one-way ANOVA for each absence type, 89 
P>0.19 in each case, df=7), suggesting that performance within an absence type can be predicted 90 
equally well across SDMs (Fig. A1). 91 
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 92 
Figure A1. Transferability of SDMs within absence types.  Each panel shows the modified 93 
transferability of AUC (Eq. A1) for each SDM across the 18 species.  Within an absence type none 94 
of the differences between SDMs was significant.  Tops of boxes, horizontal lines within boxes, and 95 
bottoms of boxes represent the upper 75%, median, and lower 25% quartiles, respectively. Dashed 96 
vertical lines extend to the lesser/greater of the maximum/minimum value and 2 standard derivations 97 
from the mean. 98 
Turnover at Grinnell sites 99 
Overall mean turnover (number of sites where a species changed status from present to absent or 100 
absent to present as a proportion of all sites where a species’ status was certain—detected or a high-101 
confidence absence) was 0.17±0.03 (Table A7).  Turnover was unrelated to average cross-era HCA 102 
AUC (the mean of HM and MH AUC) except for SVMs, for which the relationship was negative (r=-103 
0.62, P=0.01, n=18). 104 
  105 
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Table A7.  Turnover across the 61 matching Grinnell sites surveyed in both historic 
and modern times.  Values are number of sites experiencing no turnover (present in 
both eras or absent in both eras), extirpation (present-absent), or colonization (absent-
present).  Turnover is calculated as the number of sites at which there was a change in 
status divided by the total number of sites at which the status of the species could be 
confidently assigned in both eras.  The total number of sites for each species is <61 
because some sites were excluded for each species because they belonged to the low-
confidence absence (LCA) set (the species was undetected at the site and the 
probability of false absence was ≤0.10). 
 
Status of species at sites in each era 
 
Species 
Present-
Present 
Absent-
Absent 
Present-
Absent 
Absent-
Present Turnover 
Callospermophilus lateralis 20 3 4 0 0.15 
Chaetodipus californicus 4 6 1 1 0.17 
Microtus californicus 10 18 1 1 0.07 
Microtus longicaudus 28 5 5 5 0.23 
Microtus montanus 11 17 5 4 0.24 
Neotoma fuscipes 2 16 2 1 0.14 
Neotoma macrotis 5 2 3 1 0.36 
Peromyscus boylii 17 19 8 2 0.22 
Peromyscus truei 8 7 1 3 0.21 
Peromyscus maniculatus 48 1 7 3 0.17 
Reithrodontomys megalotis 8 24 1 1 0.06 
Sorex monticolus 15 5 1 5 0.23 
Sorex vagrans 5 28 0 2 0.06 
Tamias amoenus 6 39 2 0 0.04 
Tamias senex 5 1 0 0 0.00 
Tamias speciosus 21 12 7 4 0.25 
Urocitellus beldingi 3 19 0 2 0.08 
Zapus princeps 10 4 2 8 0.42 
      Mean 
    
0.17 
SE 
    
0.03 
 106 
Analysis of omission and commission error rates using the threshold that minimizes the 107 
difference between sensitivity and specificity (MDSS) 108 
In the main text of the paper we present analyses of omission and commission rates using the 109 
threshold that maximizes the sum of sensitivity and specificity (MSSS; Fig. 4).  Here we present the 110 
same analysis for the threshold that minimizes the difference between sensitivity and specificity 111 
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(MDSS).  Table A8 presents the same results for analyses of variance of omission and commission 112 
rates using the MSSS threshold as in Table 5 but also includes the analysis of variance for the MDSS 113 
threshold.  As with the MSSS threshold, projection (and/or interactions between projection and other 114 
factors) was always a significant factor in the models, unlike in the analysis of threshold-independent 115 
performance (Tables 1 and Fig. 3).  Fig. A2 shows omission and commission error rates using the 116 
MDSS threshold.  Although the MDSS threshold makes omission and commission rates as equal as 117 
possible, they are not strictly equal in each case. 118 
  119 
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Table A8.  Analyses of variance on omission and commission error rates for the MSSS and 
MDSS thresholds (some results repeated from Table 5 for ease of comparison).  Bold values 
highlight significant factors.  See also Figs. 4 and A3. 
Source df Sum of Squares F P 
MSSS Threshold: Omission Error Rate 
Absence type 2 2.985 5.022 0.007 
Projection 3 11.281 12.655 10-8 
SDM 7 3.774 1.814 0.080 
Species 17 167.272 33.112 10-16 
SDM × Projection 21 19.733 3.162 10-6 
SDM × Absence type 14 1.730 0.416 0.970 
Projection × Absence type 6 14.072 7.892 10-8 
Error 1657 492.4   
MSSS Threshold: Commission Error Rate 
Absence type 2 4.356 9.178 10-4 
Projection 3 9.057 12.722 10-8 
SDM 7 1.679 1.011 0.421 
Species 17 85.485 21.191 10-16 
SDM × Projection 21 13.318 2.672 10-5 
SDM × Absence type 14 1.758 0.529 0.917 
Projection × Absence type 6 2.614 1.836 0.088 
Error 1657 393.2   
MDSS Threshold: Omission Error Rate 
Absence type 2 1.774 7.513 0.001 
Projection 3 4.899 13.833 10-9 
SDM 7 1.971 2.385 0.019 
Species 17 58.787 29.295 10-16 
SDM × Projection 21 9.506 3.835 10-8 
SDM × Absence type 14 1.348 0.815 0.652 
Projection × Absence type 6 0.650 0.917 0.481 
Error 1657 195.59   
MDSS Threshold: Commission Error Rate 
Absence type 2 0.839 3.197 0.041 
Projection 3 4.466 11.339 10-7 
SDM 7 1.492 1.623 0.124 
Species 17 77.594 34.764 10-16 
SDM × Projection 21 10.382 3.765 10-8 
SDM × Absence type 14 0.775 0.421 0.969 
Projection × Absence type 6 0.131 0.166 0.985 
Error 1657 217.55   
 120 
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Figure A2.  Analysis of omission (a-d) and commission (e-h) error rates using the threshold that 122 
minimizes the difference between sensitivity and specificity (MDSS; see Fig. 4 for results from the 123 
threshold that maximizes the sum of sensitivity and specificity).  In panels (b) and (f) the darkest bars 124 
represent the HH projection, the second darkest the MH projection, the second lightest the MM 125 
projection, and the lightest the HM projection.  In all other panels the darkest bars represent the PSA 126 
set, the gray bars the LCA set, and the lightest bars the HCA set.  Projection had a significant 127 
interaction with SDM (a), so significance groupings are not noted.  In (b) only BIOCLIM had 128 
significantly different omission rates when projecting within- vs. across eras.  Absence type 129 
significantly affected omission rates (c).  Species was a significant factor in omissions and 130 
commissions (d) and (h), but significance groupings are not shown to aid visual clarity.  Commission 131 
rates varied by a combination of projection and SDM (e and f) and by absence type (g).  Omission or 132 
commission error rate increases with the order of the significance group code (e.g., group “a” has the 133 
lowest error rate within a comparison, group “b” the second-lowest, etc.).  Abbreviations: Call late: 134 
Callospermophilus lateralis, Chae cali: Chaetodipus californicus, Micr cali: Microtus 135 
californicus, Micr long: M. longicaudus, Micr mont: M. monticolus, Neot fusc: Neotoma 136 
fuscipes, Neot macr: N. macrotis, Pero boyl: Peromyscus boylii, Pero mani: P. maniculatus, Pero 137 
true: P. truei, Reit mega: Reithrodontomys megalotis, Sore mont: Sorex monticolus, Sore vagr: S. 138 
vagrans, Tami amoe: Tamias amoenus, Tami sene: T. senex, Tami spec: T. speciosus, Uroc beld: 139 
Urocitellus beldingi, Zapu prin: Zapus princeps.  ns = not significant. 140 
Transferability of thresholds across absence types and time 141 
We found that some models which performed well in threshold-independent assessments (e.g., 142 
BRTs) performed poorly in threshold-dependent assessments of omission and commission rates 143 
(Figs. 4b and A2).  We hypothesized that this occurred because models differed in the transferability 144 
of their thresholds across eras, which would cause presences and absences to be differentiated less 145 
than optimally given a certain rule (e.g., maximization of the sum of sensitivity and specificity or 146 
MSSS, or minimization of the difference between sensitivity and specificity or MDSS).  As a post 147 
hoc test of this hypothesis, we calculated modified transferability scores (Eq. A1) for thresholds 148 
within and across absence types and eras.  We use within-era PSA, LCA, or HCA thresholds as 149 
values of AA and BB in Eq. A1 and cross-era values of HCA thresholds for AB and BA.  High values 150 
of the index indicate near-equality of the threshold between the sets being compared. 151 
Fig. A3 displays the transferability of the MSSS and MDSS threshold using within-era PSA, LCA, or 152 
HCA test data to calculate the threshold, then comparing it to the cross-era HCA threshold.  153 
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Regardless of the type of absence or threshold uses, BRTs consistently had the highest 154 
transferability, meaning that the value of a threshold determined using PSA, LCA, or HCA data 155 
within an era was nearly equal to the value had it been calculated using HCA data from the opposing 156 
era.  In contrast most other models displayed poorer transferability between eras and absence types. 157 
 158 
Figure A3.  Transferability of thresholds across eras and between absence types for the MSSS (a) 159 
and MDSS (b) thresholds.  Thresholds calculated for three data types (PSA, LCA, and HCA) using 160 
within-era test data were compared to thresholds calculated for the cross-era test HCA data.  161 
Significance groups within each absence-type pair are shown, with the order of the letters indicating 162 
rank of mean transferability (e.g., category “a” has the highest transferability, “b” the second-highest, 163 
etc.).  There is a remarkable consistency in significance groups between comparisons within and 164 
between threshold types (these are not typos!).  Darkest bars represent transferability of PSA within-165 
era thresholds to HCA cross-era thresholds, lighter bars represent transferability of LCA to HCA 166 
thresholds, and the lightest bars represent transferability of within-era HCA thresholds to cross-era 167 
HCA thresholds.  Overall BRTs had the consistently highest transferability between absence types 168 
and eras. 169 
 170 
Finally, we were interested in determining the transferability of thresholds within an era when lesser-171 
quality test data is used to calculate the threshold. Modelers may not always have access to HCA data 172 
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and so must assume that thresholds calculated against lower-quality data adequately delineate 173 
presences from absences.  In this case we compared thresholds from PSA and LCA data for HH and 174 
MM projections to thresholds calculated using HCA data for the same projections, meaning that AA 175 
and BB in Eq. A1 was either the PSA or LCA threshold for the HH or MM projection and AB and BA 176 
were the HCA threshold in the HH or MM projections. 177 
We found that BIOCLIM and BRTs had the highest within-era transferability of thresholds across 178 
absence types, except for using the LCA MSSS threshold to estimate the HCA MSSS threshold, for 179 
which all models performed equally well (Fig. A4).  Using the LCA threshold to estimate the HCA 180 
threshold was better than using the PSA threshold to estimate the HCA threshold. 181 
 182 
Figure A4.  Transferability of thresholds between different absence types within the same era.  (a) 183 
Transferability of the MSSS threshold.  (b) Transferability of the MDSS threshold.  Thresholds 184 
calculated using lower-quality absence types (PSA or LCA) were used to estimate thresholds 185 
calculated for the same within-era projections using HCA data.  Dark bars represent PSA thresholds 186 
used to estimate HCA thresholds.  Lighter bars represent LCA thresholds used as proxies for HCA 187 
thresholds.  Significance groups are shown within each pair of absence types and order denotes rank 188 
of the average transferability of a group (e.g., category “a” has the highest transferability, “b” the 189 
second-highest, etc.). 190 
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